Privacy’s Constitutional Moment and the Limits of Data Protection
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America’s privacy bill has come due. Since the dawn of the Internet, Congress has repeatedly failed to build a robust identity for American privacy law. But now both California and the European Union have forced Congress’s hand by passing the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). These data protection frameworks, structured around principles for Fair Information Processing called the “FIPs,” have industry and privacy advocates alike clamoring for a “U.S. GDPR.” States seemed poised to blanket the country with FIP-based laws if Congress fails to act. The United States is thus in the midst of a “constitutional moment” for privacy, in which intense public deliberation and action may bring about constitutive and structural change. And the European data protection model of the GDPR is ascendant.

In this article we highlight the risks of U.S. lawmakers embracing a watered-down version of the European model as American privacy law enters its constitutional moment. European-style data protection rules have undeniable virtues, but they won’t be enough. The FIPs assume data processing is always a worthy goal, but even fairly processed data can lead to oppression and abuse. Data protection is also myopic because it ignores how industry’s appetite for data is wrecking our environment, our democracy, our attention spans, and our emotional health. Even if E.U.-style data protection were sufficient, the United States is too different from Europe to implement and enforce such a framework effectively on
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its European law terms. Any U.S. GDPR would in practice be what we call a “GDPR-Lite.”

Our argument is simple: In the United States, a data protection model cannot do it all for privacy, though if current trends continue, we will likely entrench it as though it can. Drawing from constitutional theory and the traditions of privacy regulation in the United States, we propose instead a “comprehensive approach” to privacy that is better focused on power asymmetries, corporate structures, and a broader vision of human well-being. Settling for an American GDPR-lite would be a tragic ending to a real opportunity to tackle the critical problems of the information age. In this constitutional moment for privacy, we can and should demand more. This article offers a path forward to do just that.
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INTRODUCTION

The General Data Protection Regulation is here, and America now faces an existential choice on privacy. Europe’s new comprehensive privacy law took effect in May 2018, and it is transforming American privacy law and practice. Some effects of the “GDPR” as it is known for short, were predictable. For example, since the GDPR protects the personal data of Europeans, even when that data is processed in the United States, it was bound to affect how large American companies process the data of their European customers and employees. The extensive GDPR requirements have led many to global technology companies to comply with GDPR requirements firm-wide, a compliance effect that was also relatively easy to predict.

Some effects of the GDPR were less obvious before the fact. The GDPR is the most prominent example of the governing framework for collecting, storing, and using personal data, commonly referred to as “data protection.” Data protection regimes that follow the GDPR typically follow

---


2 Schwartz, supra note ^ (“Data protection” is the accepted, standard term applied to Europe’s body of law concerning the processing, collection, and transfer of personal data.”); Chris Jay Hoofnagle, Bart van der Sloot, Frederik Zuiderveen Borgesius, The European Union general data protection regulation: what it is and what it means, Information & Communications Technology Law, 28:1, 65-98 (“the GDPR can be seen as a data governance framework. The GDPR encourages companies to think carefully about data and have a plan for the collection, use, and destruction of the data. The GDPR compliance process may cause some businesses to increase the use of data in their activities, especially
what Margot Kaminski calls a “binary governance” approach, which combines individual due process rights with a collaborative governance approach to follow and protect personal data to ensure it is always processed fairly. Data Protection regimes long predate the GDPR, but the GDPR has had the unexpected effect of turning European-style privacy protection into a global market norm, an example of what Anu Bradford has termed “the Brussels Effect” and what Paul Schwartz calls “global data privacy the E.U. way.” If you want to do business in the global data trade, regardless of where you are located, the GDPR sets the tune. Increasingly, this “Brussels effect” is also influencing the conceptual design of privacy laws around the globe, from Canada to Brazil, and from Japan to Switzerland.

The U.S., however, has yet to fully embrace the E.U.’s data protection endeavor. In contrast to the E.U.’s omnibus approach to data protection based on individual rights over data, detailed rules, a default prohibition on data processing, and a zealous adherence to the fair information practices (“FIPs”), the patchwork U.S. approach is more permissive, indeterminate, and based upon people’s vulnerabilities in their commercial relationship with companies. William McGeveran draws upon these differences to distinguish between Europe’s “data protection” and

if the companies are not data-intensive, but the GDPR causes them to realize the utility of data.”

---


5 *William McGeveran, Privacy and Data Protection Law* 257 (2016).
America’s “consumer protection” frameworks for privacy. And American and European regulators have long tried to make the best of such differences.6

But change is now on America’s doorstep. The modern data industrial complex is facing a tidal wave of public support for a privacy law revolution.7 The Financial Times proclaimed that all of 2018 could be summarized by the word “techlash,” which they defined as “[t]he growing public animosity towards large Silicon Valley platform technology companies and their Chinese equivalents.”8

Yet the U.S. Congress hasn’t updated its rules and permissive “notice and choice” approach to privacy in years. Instead, states have taken the mantle and have begun the process of creating their own data protection legislation.9 At least partially as a result of the Brussels Effect,

6 More or less.
American state legislatures have started to pass state-level data protection statutes, such as the California Consumer Protection Act (“CCPA”). The CCPA applies in California, but because so many technology and other companies are either headquartered in or do business in Silicon Valley’s home state, it will have a national effect when it comes into effect in 2020.

Other states like Washington have also begun to consider their own mini-GDPRs, and after years of opposition to regulation, big tech companies have started to call for a baseline US-privacy law. These calls are often paired with arguments for federal preemption to avoid multiple state data governance regimes, particularly from more aggressive state regulators. While preemption advocates often claim that unification will help make U.S. privacy laws adequate in the eyes of the E.U., any omnibus bill that is likely to be passed seems destined to be a watered-down version of the GDPR, given the trans-Atlantic differences in rights, cultures, commitments, and regulatory appetites.

Congress now finds itself sandwiched between bottom-up momentum from the states, and top-down influence emerging international norms and foreign law. At this critical juncture, Congress must now determine the trajectory of U.S. privacy law. To FIP or not to FIP? Preemption or federalism? Individual rights, governance obligations, or both? Protecting relationships or data? Europe has already made up its mind. The states have their own ideas. Even if Congress does nothing once again, this convergence of privacy federalism and the Brussels Effect will define America’s privacy identity. The GDPR has called the U.S. government’s hand.


Privacy law in America thus faces what we might term a “constitutional moment.” This is the idea derived from Bruce Ackerman’s *We the People* that American constitutional law has been marked by a series of “constitutional moments”: periods of constitutional transformation marked by intense public deliberation and participation. In Ackerman’s account, most of the people don’t pay much attention to politics or constitutional law most of the time, but every once in a while (such as during the New Deal) “We The People” engage in politics in a way that changes the constitutional arrangements forever. In this paper, we want to suggest that something analogous is happening in privacy law in the United States – after decades of accommodation of the Internet and digital technologies into existing and often poorly-fitting legal structures, we are on the cusp of a set of legal changes that will structure our emergent digital society for decades to come.

It might seem at this point like there’s not much of a decision to be made regarding the identity of U.S. privacy law. While the GDPR and the states’ proposals differ in important ways, each more or less adheres to the fair information practices and seek transparency and accountability from companies and control for data subjects. But the choice is far more profound than that. Lawmakers are facing pressure to fully enshrine the entire European data protection endeavor. Many of the proposals being considered, particularly those that seek to preempt state and other federal laws zealously adhere to the FIPs. But a data protection identity for U.S. privacy law is not a *fait accompli*, nor is it the only option. Congress could do something different than bowing to privacy federalism, pre-emption, or the Brussels Effect. Instead, it could embrace a more holistic and nimble approach to privacy more closely rooted in relationships, power asymmetries, and a broader vision of human well-being.

This article is about the fundamental dilemma of data protection in the United States, as American privacy law enters its constitutional moment. An E.U.-style data protection identity for American privacy law might bring interoperability, clarity, and data accountability. But it would entrench a regime designed for a sovereign with different culture, structure, and commitments. It would also ossify rules based on the

---

phenomenon of personal data, which has risks and effects that we have yet to fully reckon with. Even at full strength, the GDPR and the state and sector-specific rules that embrace the FIPs fail to address significant harms that come from industry and governments’ bottomless appetite for data. Because data protection regimes focus largely on information and are less sensitive to power disparities within relationships, they also fail to take advantage of critically-important and established legal tools and justifications. Finally, data protection regimes seek to permit more ethical surveillance and data processing at the expense of foundational questions about whether that surveillance and processing and surveillance should be allowed in the first place. Our argument is simple: in the United States, a data protection approach cannot do it all for privacy, and we are on the precipice of entrenching it as though it can. We can and we should do better than a watered-down American version of the GDPR, regardless of whether that American version comes from market norms, privacy federalism, or a baseline preemptive federal statute.

We develop our claim in four steps. First, in Part I, we make the case that U.S. privacy law in the midst of a constitutional moment – a period of unusual public engagement likely to result in a significant and durable settlement of the issues. We explore how the “Brussels Effect” of the GDPR has forced American lawmakers to confront the long-deferred question of the identity of U.S. privacy law. And we show how EU law is substantively and fundamentally shaping U.S. privacy law around the concept of data protection. The GDPR has set global market norms, which have created efficiencies for cross-border data flows with some notion of accountability. In our research we interviewed various high-ranking privacy officers at large and small companies, who affirmed that the global data protection movement, led by the GDPR, is driving industry practice and regulatory progress far more than traditional U.S. privacy law. Indeed, the lionizing of the FIPs has fundamentally altered the trajectory of U.S. torts, statutes, contracts, and administrative actions. In this Part we also explore how external pressure from Europe as well as pressure from the states have created this constitutional moment for U.S. privacy identity. And we explore the three possible options for U.S. lawmakers: do nothing, enact a preemptive “U.S. GDPR,” or embrace what we’re calling “the third way”—a more nimble, layered, and inclusive approach that protects personal data
but also looks beyond it to account for things data protection often fails to do: power, relationships, abusive practices and data externalities.

In Part II, we explore the compelling virtues of embracing an E.U.-style data protection identity for U.S. privacy law. Data protection regimes are relatively refined and sturdy. Frameworks like the GDPR are the product of great wisdom, effort, and political compromise, and the substantive FIPs at their core have proven remarkably resilient. Data protection regimes are also formidable and empowering, at least when done properly. The GDPR has thus accomplished something quite difficult—motivating European and American companies to devote significant resources to privacy and creating structures to accommodate data subject rights. As a result, data protection could help the U.S. reclaim some of the moral authority on privacy that it generated in the 1960s and 1970s but has long since abdicated with a self-regulatory approach centered on fictional “notice and choice.” Finally, data protection offers conformity and interoperability if the U.S. assimilates into the global collective. The FIPs are the closest thing to a universal language of privacy. 12 This kind of efficiency is critical for a global data ecosystem.

In Part III, however, we make that notwithstanding data protection’s virtues, data protection alone is not enough. FIP regimes conceive of fair data processing as an eternally virtuous goal, which has the consequence of normalizing surveillance, processing, and procedural rules at the cost of more substantive protections. Data protection regimes also fail to account for data externalities such as environmental harm, attention theft, and degradation of social interaction. This is a problem because we are only just beginning to see the human and societal costs of the massive scale of data processing and platform dominance. In addition to core privacy related harms associated with data collection and data use, companies’ insatiable hunger for personal information is negatively affecting our attention and how we spend our time, how we become educated and informed citizens, and how we relate to each other. Phenomena like “fake news,” “deep fakes,” non-consensual pornography and harassment, “sharenting,” addiction by design, and lives spent staring

---

blankly and bleakly into our phones are at least partially byproducts of or made worse by the human data industrial complex. This is to say nothing of the toll inflicted on our natural environment. We need broader frameworks for human data not just because it’s personal to us, but because the incentive to exploit it creeps into nearly every aspect our technologically-mediated lives.

We also argue that data protection regimes are myopic. The fair information practices are too focused on individuals, control, and consent and not focused enough on relationships and power. The control and informational self-determination sought by data protection regimes is essentially impossible in constructed environments where choices are constrained, engineered, and overwhelming. When privacy is thought of solely in terms of control over data, regulators risk becoming blind to the other values served by the broader notion of privacy and other mechanisms such as design that can be used to corrode people’s autonomy. Privacy is about more than atomized decisions. It is about how power is distributed and wielded.13

We end Part III observing that a “U.S. GDPR” is doomed to be watered down and ineffective because, to put it bluntly, the U.S. is not Europe. Specifically, the GDPR is powered by the fact that in Europe both data protection and privacy are treated as separate fundamental human rights. The U.S. does not have the same deep commitment to data protection, which can lead to diluted rules and encourage regulators to be placid. The U.S. also differs regarding its ideological commitment to free expression. Aspects of a fully realized data protection vision, particularly provisions like the right to be forgotten, threaten censorship that is inconsistent with basic premises of the American constitutional order, and arguably with some of the fundamental rights protected by the European constitutional order as well. For these reasons, any version of the GDPR enacted in the U.S. in the near future is likely to be a watered-down “GDPR-lite.”

In Part IV, we develop a comprehensive alternative “third way” for U.S. privacy that both moves beyond notice and choice and addresses the power dynamics ignored by GDPR-style data protection regimes. First, we argue that U.S. lawmakers should develop their own privacy identity and frameworks built around for major regulatory landscapes: corporate structure and business incentives, power-disparities within relationships, data collection and processing risks, and data externalities. If you look closely, the foundation for a pluralistic American theory of privacy based upon constraining corporate power and protecting vulnerable consumers has already established. We must embrace it. Practically speaking, lawmakers, courts, and companies must embolden the doctrines and legal tools that advance this agenda. This means strengthening trust-based torts like the breach of confidence and theories of indirect liability, prohibiting more data practices outright, and being more skeptical of the role of consent in validating data practices. It also means both governments and organizations must leverage the concept of privacy to further the overall well-being of their citizens and customers.

The other key element in privacy’s third way is a shift from focusing mainly on procedural rules to include substantive restrictions as well. Procedural requirements like obligations to get peoples’ consent for data practices ultimately normalize the kinds of data collection and surveillance harms that they are supposed to mitigate. They are a recipe for companies to exploit and manipulate people in service of ever more data. The shift to substance we call for requires lawmakers to revisit some basic assumptions about when data collection and processing is desirable and entertaining bolder obligations such as outright bans and moratoria on certain technologies and practices. It also requires legislatures to be imaginative and to go beyond the standard suite of procedural safeguards like transparency and data subject rights like access. Lawmakers have been remarkably creative in other contexts and in creating rules for other industries. They should leverage the power to tax, change business incentives, pierce the corporate veil, and other approaches beyond standard data and consumer protection approaches to confront modern privacy risks.

We conclude noting that if the United States is to take the modern privacy dilemma seriously, lawmakers must act urgently and be willing to
expend political capital for effective rules. America’s privacy reckoning is here, but its identity has yet to be defined. Congress has an opportunity to show leadership by embracing a comprehensive approach addresses modern data and privacy problems, not those of the 1970s. But if it fails to embrace a comprehensive framework that addresses corporate power, vulnerabilities in information relationships, and data’s externalities, America will be resigned to a weak and myopic approach as its constitutional moment passes. Settling for an American GDPR-lite would be a tragic ending to a real opportunity to tackle the critical problems of the information age.

I. THE PRIVACY BILL FINALLY COMES DUE

American privacy law is weird. Unlike other bodies of U.S. law such as copyright or securities, American privacy law lacks a comprehensive statute that forms its core. American privacy law is instead a complicated hodge-podge of constitutional law, piecemeal federal statutes, state laws, evidentiary privileges, contract and tort law, and industry guidelines.14 This weirdness is particularly striking given that virtually all other industrialized democracies do in fact have a comprehensive over-arching privacy statute. The European Union, for example, has had such laws since the passage of the E.U. Data Privacy Directive in 1995,15 and which have been recently updated by its comprehensive new GDPR.16 Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) has been in effect since the turn of the century.17 Japan also recently passed an omnibus act for the protection of personal information, leading to a mutual adequacy agreement with the E.U. allowing data sharing.18

14 E.g., DANIEL J. SOLOVE & PAUL M. SCHWARTZ, INFORMATION PRIVACY LAW (7TH ED. 2015); WILLIAM McGEVERAN, PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION LAW (2016); ANDREW B. SERWIN, INFORMATION SECURITY & PRIVACY (2016).
No doubt as a result of its weirdness, leading privacy law scholars have begun to document and explain American privacy law’s frequently surprising features and sources. This body of work has, for example, shown how the FTC operates as a de facto regulator of privacy in the United States, how state attorneys general have played important roles as regulators and norm entrepreneurs, and how privacy lawyers and the designers of technology have attempted (though sometimes failed) to provide “privacy on the ground” where they were not required by law to comply with “privacy on the books.”

In recent years, European law has come to have a substantial effect on American privacy law, both “on the books” as well as “on the ground, as a kind of “privacy imperialism.” Before the GDPR, James Whitman argued provocatively that there were two distinct “cultures of privacy,” based on European ideals of dignity and American ideals of freedom. Even if such a distinction were true in the past, America and Europe are converging on a shared culture of data protection – one imposed directly and indirectly and based upon European norms rather than American ones.

This Part explains how Europe’s data protection imperialism has influenced U.S. law to the point that American privacy law is facing its constitutional moment. Our story has three distinct elements. First, we show how the fair information practices (FIPs), a fifty-year-old set of privacy rules created by the U.S. government, became the foundation of data protection regimes throughout the world. Next we show how Europe’s extraterritorial reach, a strong desire for regulatory harmony and global

---


data flows, and a spate of high profile privacy scandals have created an inflection point for U.S. privacy law that is forcing regulators to confront America’s privacy identity. We end this Part by taking stock of the three basic options on the table for Congress: (1) Continue to do nothing for a “data protection patchwork”; (2) Embrace E.U.-style data protection with preemptive, omnibus legislation, or (3) Do something else. In this part and in the rest of the article, we build upon the work of Paul Schwartz and other scholars who have studied Europe’s influence on American privacy law and possibility of preemption to scrutinize the entire endeavor of data protection in the United States.23

A. The FIPs and the Birth of Data Protection

The story of data protection rules begins with the advent of computers. Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, American anxiety about computers, privacy, and “data banks” gripped the public, regulators, and the Supreme Court. Electric and electronic technologies began to transform society, disrupting settled expectations about surveillance, privacy, and government and corporate power. Scholars, popular authors, magazines, and news programs focused on the threats to privacy caused by new eavesdropping technologies and the creation of government and corporate “data banks,” trying to understand these changes and calling for legal reform.24 Courts, too, tried to respond to these new developments’ most notably in a series of blockbuster Supreme Court cases holding that the Constitution protected privacy interests in areas as diverse as police wiretapping, political group membership, contraceptives, abortion rights,

23 See, e.g., Paul M. Schwartz, Preemption and Privacy, 118 YALE L.J. 902, 912 (2009); see also supra note 18.
and the possession of obscene pornography. The U.S. Congress reacted to these developments with important privacy legislation, including the Wiretap Act of 1968 which regulated public and private surveillance of telephone conversations.

Perhaps the most important development from this period, however, was not a law but a report issued by a special advisory committee to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare in 1973. Entitled “Records, Computers, and the Rights of Citizens,” the report proposed something called “the Fair Information Practices” — a set of “fundamental principles of fair information practice” meant to guide the protection of privacy in record-keeping systems, and possibly influenced by a similar report commissioned by the British government a few years before. As formulated by the HEW Report, the original Fair Information Practices protected a set of six substantive and procedural bedrock principles. First, they included a prohibition on secret databases (“There must be no personal data record-keeping systems whose very existence is secret.”) Second, they provided for notice of record-keeping (“There must be a way for an individual to find out what information about him is in a

29 While the dominant narrative is that the FIPs first appeared in the HEW Report, Chris Hoofnagle has argued recently that the HEW Report Chairman, Willis Ware, might have been influenced by Britain’s Younger Committee for the handling of “Information” by computers. Younger Committee, “Principles for Handling Personal Information.” Chris Hoofnagle, The Origin of Fair Information Practices: Archive of the Meetings of the Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems (SACAPDS), Working Paper (2016), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2466418 (“Ware’s personal archive includes a memorandum that summarizes the Younger Committee report which was issued in June 1972; Ware appears to have been strongly influenced by it, and by principles underlying of the Freedom of Information Act”) (referencing summary focusing on pages 592-600 of the Younger report); see also Robert Gellman, Willis Ware’s Lasting Contribution to Privacy: Fair Information Practices, IEEE Security and Privacy 51 (July/August 2014).
record and how it is used.”) Third, they gave rights to prevent data used for one purpose being used for another without consent. (“There must be a way for an individual to prevent information about him that was obtained for one purpose from being used or made available for other purposes without his consent.”) Fourth, they contemplated rights of data access and correction. (“There must be a way for an individual to correct or amend a record of identifiable information about him.”) Finally, they provided for protections of data reliability and against data misuse. (“Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or disseminating records of identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their intended use and must take precautions to prevent misuse of the data.”)30

The Fair Information Practices have been highly influential, and are now typically referred to just as “the FIPs.” Beginning in the 1970s, the FIPs enshrined in the HEW report spread throughout the world, being restated and revised in 1980 by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) and serving as the building blocks for “data protection” laws around the world. The FIPs did not inspire the first data protection statute – the German Province of Hesse had passed a data protection statute in 1970 that influenced Germany’s Federal German Data Protection Act (Bundesdatenschutzgesetz, or BDSG) of 1977, example.31 And the global FIPs evolved over time from the 1970s formulation by the United States government. In 2013, the OECD once again revised the FIPs to take into account the extent to which “the profound change of scale in terms of the role of personal data in our economies, societies, and daily lives” has changed the need for the FIPs since the 1970s and 1980s.32 Nevertheless, the FIP-based data protection model has been the foundation of a series of data protection laws around the world. For example, they are enshrined in privacy laws as far apart in time and space as Sweden’s privacy


Europe’s new GDPR further refines the FIP model, providing for new data protection rights such as the Right to Be Forgotten and the Right to an Explanation.\(^{34}\) As we explain further below, the GDPR represents the fullest embodiment of the FIPs in a sovereign privacy law, one whose extraterritorial effect is having a substantial regulatory effect in the United States. Today, it is fair to say that the FIP model of privacy regulation has been adopted by virtually every country in the world that has decided to take data protection seriously. The FIPs have certainly not been without their critics (including the authors of this paper),\(^{35}\) but for privacy lawyers

\(^{33}\) See Gellman, supra, at 6-10 (documenting the global influence of the FIPs).

\(^{34}\) GDPR Arts. 17 (right to be forgotten), 22 (right to an explanation).

and scholars around the world, the FIPs have been with us so long that in many ways they have become synonymous with privacy.\textsuperscript{36}

Yet despite their global development and influence, the FIPs and the data protection model of privacy regulation they represent has been far less influential in the United States than in the rest of the developed world. The United States occasionally flirted with the idea of taking data protection seriously, but it has never fully enshrined the FIPs in a robust, omnibus framework.\textsuperscript{37} Paul Schwartz has opined that best explanation for why U.S. and E.U. struck different paths with respect to data protection can be attributed to “(1) initial choices followed by path dependency, and (2) the usefulness of omnibus laws in multination systems that wish to harmonize their regulations.” As a result, it abdicated the moral authority on privacy and left massive gaps in the U.S. framework, ripe to be filled by others.\textsuperscript{38} Specifically, Schwartz focuses on the road not taken by Congress in 1974, Senate Bill 3418, which would have been regulated public and private databases, but which was eventually scaled back to what we now know as the Privacy Act, which only regulates federal agencies.\textsuperscript{39}


\textsuperscript{38}Paul M. Schwartz, Preemption and Privacy, 118 YALE L.J. 902, 912 (2009).

\textsuperscript{39}Paul M. Schwartz, Preemption and Privacy, 118 YALE L.J. 902, 911 (2009). Schwartz wrote: S. 3418 would have required public and private entities to “collect, maintain, use, and disseminate only personal information necessary to accomplish a proper purpose of the organization.”...The bill would also have required organizations to
To be fair to U.S. policymakers, Congress passed the Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970, and, following the Richard Nixon surveillance tapes scandal, the Privacy Act of 1974 did apply a version of the FIPs to personal data held by the U.S. government. Yet even though U.S. federal government helped develop the first version of the FIPs, it has never fully applied them to the data in its control or in interstate commerce over which it has possesses regulatory power under the Constitution. As Gellman put the point succinctly in 2017, before the effective date of the GDPR, “[i]n the United States, occasional laws require some elements of FIPs for specific classes of record-keepers or categories of records. Otherwise, private sector compliance with FIPs principles, while increasing, is mostly voluntary and sporadic.”40 Despite the introduction of countless pieces of proposed legislation, Congress has failed since the mid-1990s to pass law governing the personal information traded in Internet-based commerce, much less a commercial privacy law of general applicability.41 Outside of the few sectoral federal FIPs-based laws such as HIPAA (health privacy), FERPA (educational records), and the FCRA (credit reports), federal privacy law in the United States often requires little more than (1) not engaging in unfair or deceptive trade practices as defined by the FTC, (2) not causing substantial harm to consumers, and (3) following a very thin version of the FIPs known as “notice and choice.”42 As we have argued elsewhere, under this permissive version of the Fair Information Principles, “notice” often means little more than burying data practices in the fine print of a dense

“maintain information in the system with accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and pertinence as necessary to assure fairness in determinations relating to a data subject”—a data quality requirement. As a final example, the bill would have placed restrictions on onward transfers....In other words, the organization transferring personal data would be obliged to determine that the entity receiving the information followed FIPs, including drawing a line against further transfers. From a contemporary perspective, one of the most interesting aspects of the proposed bill from 1974 is that it would have conditioned international transfers of information on either subject consent or equivalent protections abroad for the personal data. This proposed requirement of “equivalency” would have exceeded the protections later found in the European Data Protection Directive....

40 Gellman, supra ^, at 19-20.
privacy policy, while “choice” means choosing to use a service with its non-negotiable data practices as a take-it-or-leave-it option. Indeed, even though the FTC has become the default privacy regulator in the United States, during the critical period of Internet development in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the FTC adhered to this thin version of the FIPs, a fact that the FTC appeared to concede in a preliminary 2010 report, though this concession was not present in its final issued report.

This, then, is the cruel irony of the FIPs: the most generally-accepted mechanism for regulating and protecting personal data in the world was significantly developed by the U.S. government, but the FIPs have been more influential outside the United States than inside its borders. The U.S. government sketched the blueprint for our international privacy regime, but then failed to build the structure it had planned. That structure has been built, but it has been built by others. And in the United States, just a thin remnant of the FIPs remains as a minimal basis for general commercial privacy protection.

B. The Internal and External Pressures for Action

Congress, it seems, is finally feeling the heat to act decisively on privacy. In any given day in 2019 if you tune into the news you are likely to come across a story about a Congressional privacy hearing, a new privacy failure demonstrating the ineffectiveness of our rules, or even industry asking to be regulated E.U.-style.

In 2018-19 alone, a series of privacy bills

---


44 FTC, PROTECTING CONSUMER PRIVACY IN AN ERA OF RAPID CHANGE: A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR BUSINESSES AND POLICYMAKERS 10 (2010).

45 Gellman, supra ^, at 21.


were introduced into Congress, and more are on the way. In this Part, we describe how Congress is facing two separate pressures for action on privacy. First, there is an external pressure from the E.U. and all similarly-styled data protection regimes around the world, and second, an internal pressure from the states, industry, privacy advocates, and the voting populace.

As noted above, the FIPs have had a profound influence around the world, particularly in Europe. These guidelines were highly influential in Europe’s first major attempt at both a data protection framework, once which began the export of EU privacy norms across the world. In 1995, the E.U. adopted “Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data.” Perhaps the most important law in the global spread of privacy norms, the European Union’s Data Protection Directive (the “Directive”) made the FIPs the governing legal standard for all data in the European Union, and required each member state to enact a national law based on the FIPs for virtually all personal information in Europe.

The Directive applied from 1998 until it was superseded by the similar but more robust GDPR in 2018. It sought to operationalize Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, which provides that:

1. Everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her.

---


2. Such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law.

3. Everyone has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, and the right to have it rectified.

4. Compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.\textsuperscript{50}

To accomplish this goal, the Directive laid out prescriptive rules regarding the processing—including collection, storage, use, and disclosure—of all personal data. The E.U. enacted the Directive in large part to harmonize its Member States’ laws to permit the free transfer of personal data among Member States while also ensuring that each Member State protected that data at similar levels.

The first hint of Europe’s intentions to apply its data protection regime extraterritorially can be found in its refusal to allow data to be exported and process to places that did not offer the level of protection offered in Europe. The Directive generally prohibited the export of personal information outside the E.U., subject to a series of exceptions, the most important of which is where the non-E.U. country had been determined to ensure an “adequate level of protection.” This framework caused a number of non-E.U. countries to directly adopt the FIPs that lay at the foundation of the Directive.\textsuperscript{51}

The U.S. Congress, of course, refused to pass any general data protection law, whether in the style of the FIPs or otherwise. But there remained a vital commercial pressure to allow E.U. data into the U.S. for processing. Articles 25 and 26 of the Directive required that the personal data of Europeans could not be sent to foreign countries (like the United States), unless that country ensured an “adequate level of data protection,”


or the transaction satisfied another exception to the rule. Because there was no general privacy law on par with the Directive in the U.S., there was little to no chance that European regulators would declare U.S. law to be “adequate.” This rule was a huge problem for American tech companies like Google who wanted to process Europeans’ data (for example to deliver email, generate personalized web search results, or provide mapping services) in the United States (where their servers were). It was also a problem for traditional multinationals headquartered in the U.S. who wished to continue processing the human resources data of their foreign employees at the head office in the U.S. In order to resolve this problem, the E.U. and U.S. governments negotiated the “Safe Harbor Agreement” of 2000. Under the “Safe Harbor,” a U.S. company wishing to import European personal data merely had to self-certify to the Department of Commerce that it had complied with the seven FIP principles considered to represent the essence of the Directive’s “adequacy” requirement: essentially a modified version of the FIPs. They required the companies to process the data of Europeans with (1) notice, (2) choice, (3) ensure that any onward transfer of data to other entities was in compliance with the Safe Harbor Principles, (4) data security, (5) ensure data integrity, meaning that the data must be relevant and reliable for the purposes it was collected for, (6) grant access to individuals about their data and (7) ensure that the promises had an effective means of enforcement.\footnote{European Court of Justice 2000/520/EC: Commission Decision of 26 July 2000 pursuant to Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the adequacy of the protection provided by the safe harbour privacy principles and related frequently asked questions issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce (notified under document number C(2000) 2441) (Text with EEA relevance.) 25 August 2000.} In practice, this meant that (at least for data about Europeans) the U.S. companies agreed to abide by the fundamental requirements of European data protection law.\footnote{See Fed. Trade Comm’n, Federal Trade Commission Enforcement of the U.S.-E.U. and U.S.-Swiss Safe Harbor Frameworks, \url{https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/federal-trade-commission-enforcement-us-eu-us-swiss-safe-harbor}.} Violations of certifications were policed by the Federal Trade Commission under its unfair and deceptive trade practice authority. The entire system, under which hundreds of U.S. companies had to declare that they were complying with the essence of European Law, had a significant effect on “privacy on the ground” at U.S. companies, facilitated by an
emerging cadre of privacy professionals in the United States who sought in many cases to build these requirements of E.U. law into the internal governance structures of their own, U.S.-based companies.54

Elements of these cross-border rules became encoded into domestic U.S. law. For example, because both the Safe Harbor and Privacy Shield were explicitly enforceable against participating U.S. companies by the FTC, the requirements of the E.U.’s FIPs became enforceable under U.S. privacy law. Thus, when Google launched its ill-fated Buzz social network by signing up Gmail users automatically and without their consent, the FTC charged Google with violating not only the FTC’s statutory authority over deceptive trade practices, but also for violating the Safe Harbor, of which Google was a participant. Google settled the case, agreeing to a 2011 consent decree with the U.S. government that continues to bind it to both U.S. and E.U. privacy principles to this day.55 In this way, FTC jurisdiction was asserted to enforce the violation of a foreign legal standard, and to extend the scope of that standard going forward. Similarly, some companies chose to satisfy the requirements of Article 25 by enacting standard E.U.-approved contracts or more stringent “binding corporate rules” whose terms required that data sent to the U.S. for processing would be handled in accordance with the Directive and then the GDPR. In these additional ways, substantive E.U. privacy law came to have direct application in the US.

But European data protection norms were not finished with the United States. In the famous Schrems case (2015), the Court of Justice for the European Union (CJEU) invalidated the Safe Harbor Agreement because it did not conform with the Data Protection Directive in light of the Charter of Fundamental Human Rights, particularly given the allegations by Edward Snowden about NSA access to personal data held by U.S. tech companies.56 The Safe Harbor was replaced by a second, allegedly stronger

54 Bamberger & Mulligan, supra note 53.
FIPs-based certification regime known as the “Privacy Shield,” whose legal future remains uncertain and dependent on the outcome of another ruling by the CJEU.57

In addition to the external “Brussels Effect” of E.U. privacy imperialism, U.S. law at the national level is being affected by an internal force of state privacy regulation. State governments have of course regulated privacy for many years, whether through common law, statutory or state constitutional law rules, or the regulatory entrepreneurship of state attorneys general.58 But there is a new trend in state privacy regulation occasioned by our great privacy awakening of 2018. Tech companies have been approaching a privacy reckoning for years, driven on by data breaches, the Snowden revelations, and untrustworthy data practices in general. But the final straw appears to be the debacle involving Facebook and the disgraced data firm Cambridge Analytica, which illicitly gathered personal data on millions of American Facebook users to be deployed for manipulation of their votes and other electoral shenanigans.59 This is to say nothing of the ceaseless run of stories about a high profile data breach or concern about a “creepy” new technology or data practice. The cumulative effect is that people have grown more weary and skeptical of digital tech, and social media in particular. John Gramlich of the Pew Research Center wrote:

A little over half of adult Facebook users in the U.S. (54%) have adjusted their privacy settings in the past 12 months, according to a separate Center survey conducted in May-June 2018. The survey followed revelations that former consulting firm Cambridge

57 Facebook Ireland v Schrems, Case C-311/18; The Schrems Saga Continues: Schrems II Case Heard Before the CJEU, HUNTON (July 10, 2019), https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2019/07/10/the-schrems-saga-continues-schrems-ii-case-heard-before-the-cjeu/. In full disclosure, one of the authors of this paper (Richards) served as an independent expert in this case retained by the Irish Data Protection Commissioner.


Analytica had collected data on tens of millions of Facebook users without their knowledge or permission. About four-in-ten adult Facebook users (42%) have taken a break from checking the platform for several weeks or more, and about a quarter (26%) have deleted the app from their phone at some point in the past year. Combined, 74% of adult Facebook users say they have taken at least one of these three actions.\(^{60}\)

Even though Congress has yet to meaningfully act on the public’s general unease with personal data and surveillance ecosystems, states, particularly California, have taken up the banner.\(^{61}\) This is the other major pressure on Congress in addition to the Brussels effect. State governments have started to impose privacy regulations with national effects from the bottom up.\(^{62}\)

Apparently, the rising tide of states’ privacy efforts started with a casual conversation over dinner. Alastair Mactaggart, a successful California real estate developer and investor, had some friends over for the evening, including a software developer at Google. Nicholas Confessore of the New York Times wrote, “As evening settled in, Mactaggart asked his friend, half-seriously, if he should be worried about everything Google knew about him. ‘I expected one of those answers you get from airline pilots about plane crashes,’ Mactaggart recalled recently. ‘You know — ‘Oh, there’s nothing to worry about.” Instead, his friend told him there was plenty to worry about. If people really knew what we had on them, the


\(^{61}\) Low income populations in particular generally express greater concern about industry and government surveillance and data practices. See Joseph Turow, et. al., Divided We Feel, Partisan Politics Drive Americans’ Emotions Regarding Surveillance of Low-Income Populations (White paper), [https://www.asc.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/documents/Turow-Divided-Final.pdf](https://www.asc.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/documents/Turow-Divided-Final.pdf).

\(^{62}\) With apologies to Carol Kane and Charles Durning.
Google engineer said, they would flip out.” Google engineer said, they would flip out.”\textsuperscript{63} Mactaggart subsequently became passionate about improving California’s privacy rules and devoted time and resources to getting a privacy initiative put forth as a ballot measure for California voters, which ultimately met the requirements for a vote. Not only did he devote substantial resources to the initiative, but Californians were open to legal reform in the wake of the Cambridge Analytica scandal.\textsuperscript{64} After working with industry and government, Mactaggart agreed to withdraw the measure if California passed and signed similarly effective legislation. The result is the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (“CCPA”).\textsuperscript{65}

The CCPA in its current form has many similarities with the GDPR, but it would be inaccurate to call it merely a GDPR clone.\textsuperscript{66} Kristen Mathews and Courtney Bowman have described the act as revolving around four basic rights for Californians involving their personal information:

1. The right to know, through a general privacy policy and with more specifics available upon request, what personal information a business has collected about them, where it was sourced from, what it is being used for, whether it is being disclosed or sold, and to whom it is being disclosed or sold;

2. The right to “opt out” of allowing a business to sell their personal information to third parties (or, for consumers who are under 16 years old, the right not to have their personal information sold absent their, or their parent’s, opt-in);


\textsuperscript{64} Nicholas Confessore, \textit{The Unlikely Activists Who Took on Silicon Valley—and Won}, \textsc{The New York Times Magazine} (Aug. 14, 2018), \url{https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/14/magazine/facebook-google-privacy-data.html} (“It was suddenly easy to get people to sign the ballot petition. ‘After the Cambridge Analytica scandal, all we had to say was “data privacy,”’ Arney told me.”).


3. The right to have a business delete their personal information, with some exceptions; and

4. The right to receive equal service and pricing from a business, even if they exercise their privacy rights under the Act.67

While the CCPA certainly obligates businesses, it is relatively limited in scope compared to the GDPR. It largely targets third party advertisers and other data brokers and imposes some but not all of the traditional “data subject rights” outlined in FIP-based regimes like the GDPR. While the act purportedly aimed to move away from the dominant U.S. “notice and choice” model, the rights granted to Californians still center around industry transparency and individual notions of consent, control, and choice. The act does not change the default status of data processing in California, nor does it tackle thorny data practices beyond sales, such as algorithmic accountability. But the Act is certain to have a national effect, because many technology companies covered by the act are either headquartered in or do business in California and thus fall within its scope. Following the CCPA, at least fourteen states have passed or introduced similarly-styled data protection bills.68 While not all of these bills will be successful, it seems as though this trend will continue, particularly as the CCPA itself becomes refined and entrenched.

C. Data Protection Three Ways

Given pressures from Europe, the states, the tech industry, and the American public, what options does Congress now have? The way we see it, Congressional options in reaction to this constitutional moment can be placed into three general buckets: do nothing, attempt a national data protection law, or attempt a more creative third way for privacy.

Option One would thus be to do nothing, a regulatory skill that Congress has been honing for decades. But even if Congress does nothing on privacy, America’s privacy identity is about to be set regardless of

---


whether Congress acts. This is because many states seem keen to pursue FIP-style data protection regimes as long as Congress remains inert. The CCPA has energized state legislatures across the US. As other states introduce privacy legislation, they are likely to seek at least some kind of conformity with it, as creating conflicting state privacy rules is more likely to cause Congress to pass a national law that pre-empts state law. So even the first and easiest option for Congress, doing nothing, will mean an inevitable march toward transparency, consent, and control mandated from outside by the increasing creep of the GDPR and from the inside by state laws with national effect. If Congress doesn’t act, states are likely to follow the CCPA’s lead and pass mini-GDPRs at the state level. Mitchell Noordyke recently analyzed 17 of the most recent state privacy bills (or enacted laws) and found 16 common privacy provisions, all of which are based on the FIPs and reflected in E.U.-style data protection regimes, including data subject rights of access, rectification, deletion, data portability, to restrict processing, to opt out of the sale of personal information, and rights against solely automated decision making. These bills and laws also commonly include standard GDPR-like business obligations, such as notice and transparency requirements, data breach notifications, mandated risk assessments, purpose and processing limitations, and prohibitions on discrimination against a consumer for exercising a right. So if Congress does nothing, we will likely get a flood of state mini-GDPRs.

Option number two would be to pursue a “U.S. GDPR.” In its fullest form, this approach would entail an omnibus data protection law that would entrench the FIPs as the dominant identity for American privacy law. This is certainly a popular option. Federal and state law and policymakers have argued in favor of a U.S. version of the GDPR. So have

---
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privacy advocates and the press.\footnote{Facebook is Not the Problem. Lax Privacy Rules Are, THE NEW YORK TIMES (Apr. 1, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/01/opinion/facebook-lax-privacy-rules.html.} Even large, powerful tech companies like Apple, Cisco, Facebook, and Intel have requested to be regulated by a U.S. version of the GDPR.\footnote{Mark Wycislik-Wilson, Cisco joins Apple in calling for a U.S. version of GDPR data protection and privacy laws, BETANEWS, https://betanews.com/2019/02/04/cisco-us-gdpr/.} Many of the bills and frameworks proposed in the past few years by lawmakers, industry, and civil society seem to mimic aspects of the GDPR.\footnote{Cameron Kerry, Breaking down proposals for privacy legislation: How do they regulate?, BROOKINGS (March 8, 2019), https://www.brookings.edu/research/breaking-down-proposals-for-privacy-legislation-how-do-they-regulate/.} For example, most of these proposals involve some combination of transparency, choice, and consent obligations with purpose limitations and data subject rights.

But as we will explore in Part III, it’s not as though the U.S. will be able to simply cut and paste the GDPR into a bill. The question here is what a U.S. version of an omnibus data protection law would likely turn out to be as enacted. There are reasons to be concerned, and it is likely that any U.S. version of the GDPR would be significantly weaker than its European counterpart. Any movement towards a preemptive national omnibus bill is likely to be seen as an opportunity for industry to lower the floor of privacy protections by watering down key provisions. Alvaro Bedoya wrote that we should be “very skeptical about any calls for a broad, European-style privacy law that would apply across technologies and platforms. We cannot underestimate the tech sector’s power in Congress and in state legislatures. If the United States tries to pass broad rules for personal data, that effort may well be co-opted by Silicon Valley, and we’ll miss our best shot at privacy laws, PACKT (Feb. 18 2019), https://hub.packtpub.com/gao-recommends-for-a-us-version-of-the-gdpr-privacy-laws/.

meaningful privacy protections.” Cameron Kerry, who led the Obama administration’s drafting of legislation based on its Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, lamented how after he left the government, “draft Obama administration legislation was diluted in an unsuccessful effort to broaden business support, lost civil society support in the process, and so fell flat when it was released publicly.” The dilution of privacy laws in the U.S. political process has a long history, including the rejection of an omnibus FIPs-based bill in 1974 when the Privacy Act was limited to federal databases and not the privacy sector, and the repeated failure by two decades of Congresses to pass a general internet privacy bill despite dozens of opportunities to do so. Indeed, at the time of writing, there are similar efforts afoot in California to water down the CCPA through legislative amendment.

In other words, given different systems, value commitments, and political realities, it seems likely that any version of a “U.S. GDPR” will, in effect, be “GDPR Lite.” While preemptive federal legislation could, in theory, be more robust than state laws, it would be a risky proposition. Therefore, in this paper, our criticisms of data protection are largely based on what we believe the form that such a regime would take in the United States. We do not specifically take issue in this article with Europe’s commitment to privacy or data protection except insofar as we argue that all FIPs-based regimes have built-in limitations.

The third option, an inclusive and layered privacy law that goes beyond the FIPs is going to require two key things: imagination and
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77 Cameron Kerry, A federal privacy law could do better than California’s, BROOKINGS (Apr. 29, 2019), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/techtank/2019/04/29/a-federal-privacy-law-could-do-better-than-californias/.
forbearance. First, legislators, regulators, and judges will need to be more creative when tackling privacy problems by being willing to look beyond the FIPs and the standard data protection playbook. As we will explain in Part III, legislators and policymakers will need to look to relationships and power differentials, design and externalities, and manipulation and market power. We've already seen flashes of this legislative imagination in a few pending bills. The Data Care Act of 2018 introduced by Senator Brian Schatz looks to relational duties of care, loyalty, and confidentiality.\textsuperscript{78} The Consumer Data Protection Act introduced by Senator Ron Wyden looks to tackle automated decision systems and hold executives personally liable for certain privacy lapses.\textsuperscript{79} The DETOUR Act (Deceptive Experiences To Online Users Reduction) introduced by Senators Mark Warner and Deb Fischer targets so-called “dark patterns,” user interfaces that attempt to manipulate users into making decisions they would not otherwise do or in ways adverse to their interests.\textsuperscript{80} Although we are under no illusions of the likelihood that any of these bills will be passed given Congress’ sorry history of privacy regulation, or not watered down given the power of the tech sector, they remain a good start in directing us towards the kind of third way we propose here.

The third way we envision would also require Congress to largely forbear on preemption. There are of course many different ways Congress might preempt some but not all areas of privacy law while maintaining a flexible and layered approach to privacy federalism, but generally, limited or no preemption will be the key to an inclusive and adaptive regime. Other scholars have explored the virtues and vices of privacy preemption, and our purpose here is merely to note that this third approach should be built to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
resist ossification of privacy rules and to accommodate a broad range of privacy concerns beyond data by virtue of its personal nature.81

If we make no other contribution in this paper, we hope to convey that regardless of the merits of E.U. style data protection regimes, now is the time for lawmakers, industry, advocates, and the public to rethink the trajectory of America’s privacy identity. We must not proceed as though FIP-style data protection regimes are the only way. Privacy’s current constitutional moment might be our last meaningful opportunity to collectively interrogate and modify our first principle privacy values, goals, and strategy without a revolution. Our inevitable next step should be made bravely and carefully rather than merely following the path of least resistance.

II. THE VIRTUES OF DATA PROTECTION

There are of course many advantages to lawmakers taking the path of least resistance and fully assimilating the European vision for data protection. Adopting the FIPs would build upon a refined and remarkably sturdy tradition that is formidable and empowering (in a sense) to data subjects while also offering industry efficiency benefits gained through conformity and interoperability of international regimes. In this Part, we highlight these advantages in order to help better illuminate the calculus facing lawmakers.

A. Refined and Sturdy

E.U.-style data protection was not a rush job. It is the process of decades of careful thought based upon actual experience. The GDPR is the product of mountains of collective wisdom, negotiation, and experience, including twenty years of experience with the Directive, and twenty years of the development of the FIPs before that. The GDPR itself took years to formulate. As one recent study explains, “European policy makers started

a process that involved a multitude of expert consultation and deep sophistication about how information practices can be manipulated to evade regulatory goals. Consultation began in 2009 and the European Commission published a proposal text in 2012. Two years later, the European Parliament adopted a compromise text, based on almost 4,000 proposed amendments. The Council of the European Union published its proposal for the GDPR in 2015, to start negotiations with the European Parliament. In December 2015, the Parliament and Council reached agreement on the text of the GDPR. The GDPR was officially adopted in May 2016, and [went into effect in] May 2018.”82

This steady and careful process helped make the GDPR internationally attractive as a model because as a refined extension of many elements of the Directive, it was relatively time-tested. Paul Schwartz explains that “[b]eyond the force of E.U. market power and its negotiating prowess, the widespread influence of E.U. data protection reflects a success in the marketplace of regulatory ideas.”83

As a result, one reason an E.U.-style FIPs regime might be attractive for lawmakers is that much of the heavy lifting has already been done. Concepts like “controllers,” “processors,” and “legitimate interests” are being constantly refined through a kind of international crowd-sourcing. The longer this goes on, the sturdier FIPs-based regimes around the world will become. If U.S. lawmakers don’t follow the rest of the world on privacy, they’ll lose some of collective wisdom that could help quickly refine the rough parts of any new laws.

Margot Kaminski has held the GDPR up as a model for modern tech regulation because it balances both individual rights and industry accountability through what she refers to as “binary governance.” Kaminski argues that the “GDPR...is both a system of individual rights and a complex compliance regime that when applied to the private sector is constituted through collaborative governance. The GDPR relies on both formal and informal tactics to create public-private partnerships in governing

82 Hoofnagle, et. al., supra note ^, at 71.
83 Schwartz, Global Data Privacy, supra note ^.
algorithmic decision-making. This kind of collaborative approach is essential to ensure regulatory regimes are grounded and informed by multiple perspectives.

B. Conformity and Interoperability

It’s remarkable that a concept as vague, contested, and culturally dependent as privacy has any meaningful areas of consensus. Yet, amazingly, the FIPs represent what Paul Bruening has called the “common language of privacy.” The global dominance of the FIPs now means that the European Union, Canada, Australia, Japan, Singapore, and many other Asian countries all speak substantially similar languages when it comes to data protection. Even in “FIPs-lite” countries like the U.S., the FIPs provide a starting point for finding common ground.

This international conformity opens up all kinds of benefits. For example, it enables diplomatic solutions like Japan and Europe’s mutual adequacy decision and the E.U.-U.S. Privacy Shield. A common language of privacy was key in the creation of Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation’s (“APEC”) cross-border privacy rules. Even in federalist regimes like the U.S. the common language helps avoid conflicting language and obligations among states and the federal government.
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84 Kaminski, supra note ^, at 46.
85 See also William McGeveran, Friending the Privacy Regulators, 58 ARIZ. L. REV. 959 (2016).
86 Bruening, supra note ^; see also Paula Bruening, Fair Information Practice Principles: A Common Language for Privacy in a Diverse Data Environment, POLICY@INTEL (Jan. 28, 2016), http://blogs.intel.com/policy/2016/01/28/blah-2/.
87 See generally GREENLEAF, supra note ^; Gellman, supra note ^. A related version of the FIPs was incorporated into the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (“APEC”) Privacy Framework. See GREENLEAF, supra note ^, at 562–63.
89 See Danielle Keats Citron, The Privacy Policymaking of State Attorneys General, 92 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 747, 749 (2016) (“In the 1990s, while the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was emphasizing self-regulation, state attorneys general were arguing that consumer protection laws required the adoption of Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs).”).
“In short, a common language of privacy provides interoperability, relative harmony, and incremental change. It helps avoid lurches that deviate too far from established understandings of privacy. Without the FIPs, countries and states would risk talking past each other every time they needed to cooperate on privacy issues.”

C. Formidable and Empowering

The U.S. has lost the moral thread in the privacy debate. The GDPR has claimed the moral authority in privacy abdicated by U.S. lawmakers continued deference to notice and choice, self-regulation, and a sectoral approach to privacy regulation in which some sectors of the economy have privacy statutes but others do not. For example, under the GDPR (or an equivalent omnibus data protection law) all health data would be protected because all personal data would be protected. But in the U.S., only In an interview for this article, the eminent FIPs scholar Robert Gellman had this to say to the question of whether Europe’s approach to privacy clashed with the American approach to privacy: “If we look at privacy alone, then the answer must be that the E.U. approach is not consistent with what we do here. We don’t have an approach. The sectoral approach is not a policy or a plan. It’s just a description. Power over privacy policy and law is so spread out that there is no central driver here as there is in the E.U.” Quite simply, the U.S. has not taken privacy seriously, despite its industry giving rise to the personal data universe.

While the GDPR is not perfect, one undeniable virtue of the law is that it has compelled companies to pay attention to it and, as a result, take a deep assessment of their own data practices. One study found that “[t]he GDPR awakened U.S. lawyers and the business community because it calls for minimum 8-figure fines and creates both internal and external mechanisms to bolster enforcement efforts. As a result, the GDPR is the most consequential regulatory development in information policy in a generation. The GDPR brings personal data into a complex and protective regulatory regime.”
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90 Woodrow Hartzog, Inadequate, Invaluable FIPS, supra note ^.
91 Interview with Robert Gellman (on file with the authors).
92 Hoofnable, et. al, supra note ^, at 66.
In an interview for this article, one scholar posited that one of the greatest virtues of the GDPR is that it caused many U.S. companies to take privacy seriously for the first time. Consumers received a “barrage of updated privacy notices” in May 2018, but while that effect of the GDPR may have been the most visible, it was not the most important. While firms in a GDPR compliance cycle must always update the privacy policy, the key effect of the GDPR is “under the hood.” GDPR compliance thus requires privacy lawyers to:

- Perform a data mapping
- Identify a legal basis for possessing the data in the mapping, including how the firm minimizes the retention of data
- Review all vendor contracts to ensure that downstream data uses are consistent with the legal basis, meaning that downstream processors who were using the data to monetize it all of a sudden can no longer do so without becoming a co-controller
- Think through cross-border and data export issues (i.e., Privacy Shield)
- Develop process flows for data subject rights (these may be manual for companies that do not anticipate many requests)
- Develop procedures for breach notification
- Figure out if one needs a DPIA; if one is needed, implement risk-mitigation procedures
- Figure out the DPO issue, and many companies need a DPO because behavioral advertising is “high risk”
- Start employee training
- Registers with a lead European DPA
- Implement “state of the art” security
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These steps cumulatively force companies to balance people’s privacy with firms’ interests, with, according to our research, “a thumb on the scale for consumers. The result is at least a more considered approach.”

***

The data protection model that undergird the GDPR thus has many virtues as a model for comprehensive privacy regulation. It is the product of many years of thought and it has proven resilient in the face of technological change up to this point. It forms the basis of a global system of personal data regulation that allows information to flow across national borders and remain protected at the same time. And it forces companies to take their internal governance structures for personal data seriously, while attempting to protect individual rights to empower humans in the control of their data. When done well, as in the GDPR, data protection is an effective model for the regulation of personal data. But as we will explore in the next section, data protection law, particularly the kind of data protection law we might expect in the United States, has serious defects as well.

III. WHY AMERICAN DATA PROTECTION WON’T BE ENOUGH

While an E.U.-style data protection regime has many virtues, federal lawmakers should pause before adopting a European-style privacy identity for the United States. Even though the U.S. could end up with a European approach to privacy through federal inaction or through federal preemption, an E.U.-style data protection regime is not an inevitability for the U.S. American lawmakers have a moral and strategic decision to make about the future direction and future identity of U.S. privacy law.

In this Part, we argue that U.S. lawmakers should resist the easy path of an E.U.-style data protection identity for America. Even data processing that is fair to an individual is not always a good thing for the individual or for society. Industry and governments’ appetite for data has many costs that data protection regimes based on the FIPs cannot comprehend or counteract. In our emergent personal data-driven society, privacy involves structural questions about relationships and power
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differentials that the FIPs do not and cannot answer. Moreover, even if they FIPs could answer some of these questions, what works well in Europe is unlikely to work as effectively in the United States. It is highly likely that under any kind of “U.S. GDPR” likely to be enacted, data protection will get watered back down to the level of mere “notice and choice” because unlike the E.U., the U.S. lacks a commitment to “data protection” as a distinct right, and because data protection regimes in the U.S. are likely to raise both spurious and real First Amendment objections from regulated industries. If Congress were to embrace omnibus, preemptive E.U.-style data protection, it would almost certainly wind up with a “GDPR Lite” that would fail to foster a full account of privacy and human well-being as well as fall short of its espoused protection and fair processing goals. We thus should not blindly copy Europe and adopt the weak and myopic data protection model we are terming “GDPR Lite.”

A. FIPs Assume Data Processing is Always a Worthy Goal

The goal of data protection regimes like the GDPR has always been to encourage fair data processing and find a balance between competing interests, rather than to prevent data processing entirely. In other words, the entire endeavor of modern FIPs-based data protection is built around the idea that as long as data processing is fair to the data subject, the law should not just regulate it but create a legal structure to enable it. The E.U. Data Protection Directive, for example, had the dual goals of providing for personal data rights as well as allowing for the “free flow of data across the E.U.” Similarly, although the GDPR is designed to “[a]dvance economic and social progress,” “[b]ring E.U. economies closer together” and “[i]mprove people’s wellbeing,” the function of the GDPR is to create a system that facilitates fair data processing at an unprecedented scale. One of the three objectives announced by Article I of the GDPR is to ensure that “the free movement of personal data within the Union shall be
neither restricted nor prohibited for reasons connected with the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data.”

Critics have long observed that the FIPs have their limitations. In the 1980s as they became widely adopted, James Rule and his colleagues criticized the FIPs because they posed no major obstacle to surveillance systems. They conceived of the FIPs as “efficiency” principles that endeavors to improve information systems to operate better for both data controllers and data subjects, instead of substantively limiting data collection against the interests of data controllers.

Rule and his colleagues were critical of this FIP efficiency goal because it legitimized surveillance systems and also gave them moral privacy cover. They wrote that under the FIPs’ criteria, “organisations can claim to protect the privacy of those with whom they deal, even as they demand more and more data from them, and accumulate ever more power over their lives.” Graham Greenleaf noted that this fundamental tension in the FIPs remains today, with lawmakers rarely asking “to what extent do and should data privacy principles and laws go beyond attempting to ensure the ‘efficiency’ of personal information systems, and provide means to limit and control the expansion of surveillance systems?”

The GDPR is already facilitating surveillance, rather than stopping it. The Danish privacy regulator recently approved the deployment of facial recognition as an exception to the GDPR’s provisions because in some circumstances it is in the public interest. Greenleaf’s question highlights the fundamental limitations of the FIPs and also reveals what Julie Cohen
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refers to as the overdetermined institutional failures of modern privacy protection. Cohen explains that:

Data harvesting and processing are one of the principal business models of informational capitalism, so there is little motivation either to devise more effective methods of privacy regulation or to implement existing methods more rigorously. Instead, the cultural and political discourses that have emerged around data-centered “innovation” work to position such activities as virtuous and productive, and therefore ideally exempted from state control.\textsuperscript{102}

Data protection advance fair processing rules at the same time as they condition us to a world and society in data processing is inevitable and inevitably good. The FIPs set the preconditions for processing, but ultimately they fail to question the implications of the processing itself.

One notable exception to this trend is the GDPR’s requirement that companies have a “legitimate interest” in processing data.\textsuperscript{103} This balancing approach as a basis for legitimizing processing in theory incorporates larger societal interests.\textsuperscript{104} However, this provision seems to be largely focused on the business and operational interests of the data processor and the rights of and fairness to the data subject.\textsuperscript{105} In the absence of more substantive protections, data protection regimes normalize an advertising-based

\textsuperscript{102} Cohen, Turning Privacy Inside Out, supra note ^ at 11.


\textsuperscript{104} Recommendations for Implementing Transparency, Consent and Legitimate Interest under the GDPR, Centre for Information Policy Leadership (May 17, 2017), https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/28/2017/06/cipl_recommendations_on_transparency_consent_and_legitimate_interest_under_the_gdpr-_19_may_2017-c.pdf (“Legitimate interest may be the most accountable ground for processing in many contexts, as it requires an assessment and balancing of the risks and benefits of processing for organisations, individuals and society…. The legitimate interests to be considered may include the interests of the controller, other controller(s), groups of individuals and society as a whole.”).

culture that forces itself upon on our time, attention, and cognitive faculties so that we must watch ads when we could be doing better things.

Additionally, because data protection regimes seek to regulate across the economy, they tend to treat the entities that control the processing of data the same. The GDPR applies, after all, to the data processing of both Facebook and your local sandwich shop. But in treating these entities the same, data protection regimes ignore how there may be significant differences of scale and power between large and small entities. In this way data protection regimes are, in a certain sense, agnostic to the realities of market and informational power.

Cohen has argued that our information rules must provide the kinds of structural support that allow private and privacy-valuing subjects to flourish. To that end, she has noted the limits of FIP-based regimes and argued that “effective protection of breathing room for self-development requires more than just data protection.” We agree completely. We believe that if the U.S. is to chart a meaningful privacy law identity, it must actively go beyond “GDPR lite” and embrace rules aimed at relationships, power, and a broader vision of how personal data affects people and society – the kinds of rules that FIP regimes cannot deploy aimed at the kinds of harms such regimes cannot envision.

Privacy is not just about notice, choice, and control. It is more fundamentally about human and social well-being. But data protection regimes too often fail to account for the human and social externalities of the data industrial complex. We are only beginning to assess the human and social costs of platform dominance and massive-scale data processing. In addition to core privacy related harms associated with data collection and data use, companies’ demand for personal information is negatively affecting our attention and how we spend our time, how we become informed citizens, and how we relate to each other. Phenomena like “fake news,” “deep fakes,” non-consensual pornography and harassment, teenage mental illness, texting and driving, oversharing on social media, addiction by design, and lives spent staring bleakly into our phones are at
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least partially attributable to or made worse by the personal data industrial complex. We need broader frameworks for personal data not just because information is personal to us, but because the incentive to exploit it creeps into nearly every aspect our technologically-mediated lives.  

For example, data protection regimes do little to mitigate many of the problems of technologies that are designed to be addictive to maximize interaction and data collection. For example, the average person spends four hours staring at their phones every day. Our compulsive use of technology is wreaking havoc on our emotional and mental well-being, particularly for young people. Indeed, medical professionals are coming to a consensus that screen time adversely affects the healthy development of small children.

In addition to our attention getting wheedled, manipulated, swindled, or outright taken from us, the appetite for data is producing reduced cognitive skills, reduced personal intimacy and offline interactions, and a corrosion of democracy. More broadly, companies’ appetite for data is also helping destroy the environment (through gadget garbage and energy drain) and overcrowd our roads (with GPS algorithms “optimizing” traffic patterns as if time to destination is the only relevant
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variable in our transport system). If the U.S. embraces a narrow view of data protection, it will remain agnostic to these costs at this pivotal moment and instantiate a system that seeks for maximum exposure (and profit) with little thought to collateral harm and social good.

B. The U.S. is Not Europe

A second reason to be wary of a GDPR-lite solution for the United States is that the U.S. and E.U. have very different legal structures and cultures. This is particularly true at the constitutional level, in which there are two important differences – Europe’s recognition of fundamental human rights to privacy and data protection, and America’s deep-seated commitment to the free expression guarantee under the First Amendment.

1. Data Protection as a Human Right

The American constitutional system has no explicit constitutional right to privacy. American constitutional law protects privacy against the government implicitly in a few areas, including the First Amendment right to anonymous expression, the Third Amendment protection against the quartering of soldiers in private homes during peacetime, the Fourth Amendment’s “reasonable expectation of privacy” against government searches and seizures, and Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment substantive due process rights to information privacy and decisional autonomy. However, the American system of fundamental rights is characterized by


negative rights against the state. There are very few constitutional rights that apply to private actors, and none approaching a general constitutional right to privacy, much less data protection.

The status of privacy as a fundamental right in Europe is very different. The European Convention on Human Rights has long been held to protect a right to privacy, albeit one phrased as the “right to respect for private and family life.”\textsuperscript{115} The newer Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (“the Charter”) not only protects a right to “respect for private and family life” in Article 7, but also has an express right of “protection of personal data” in Article 8.\textsuperscript{116} There are two additional features of European fundamental human rights law that are distinct from the United States. First, European fundamental rights are by definition subject to the concept of proportionality – fundamental rights can be explicitly balanced with each other, and must also be balanced against the legitimate needs of a democratic society. Second, European fundamental rights are subject to the doctrine of “horizontal effect” – if a Member state fails to protect a person’s fundamental right against other members of society, the fundamental right has nevertheless been violated.

These constitutional differences are particularly important when privacy rules sit on top of them. In Europe, the GDPR is best understood as a vindication of fundamental human rights in privacy and data protection against other members of society, both natural persons and corporations. If a corporation (for example, Google) fails to protect the fundamental rights of privacy and data protection (for example, by allowing its search engine to access outdated but true information about a person), it has violated European law (in this case, whatever positive law instrument like the Directive or the GDPR implements that fundamental right).\textsuperscript{117} Legal rules like the GDPR matter significantly because they are regulations enforcing fundamental rights.

\textsuperscript{116} Articles 7 and 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Convention_ENG.pdf.
\textsuperscript{117} Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v Agencia Española de Protección de Datos, Mario Costeja González, Case C-131/12 (May 13, 2014).
By contrast, in the United States, consumer privacy rules implement public policy, but they do not enforce fundamental rights of privacy. Something like the GDPR would seem to be required by European law in order to vindicate fundamental rights, but American consumer law protections like the FTC Act’s prohibition on unfair and deceptive trade practices are not compelled by the U.S. Constitution. Congress could repeal or shrink the FTC Act tomorrow without any constitutional problems because there is no constitutional right of consumer privacy or data protection in the US system. The consumer privacy stakes are seen as lower in the American system, and privacy is just one of many interests to be traded off against one another in policy discussions, rather than a fixed constitutional limitation.

By contrast, as noted above, there is a right of privacy in the U.S. against government searches or seizures (including warrantless wiretapping). Thus, if Congress were to repeal the federal Wiretap Act’s requirement that government wiretapping requires a warrant, the government would still have to get a warrant to wiretap a telephone. But because there is nothing like the horizontal effect doctrine in American constitutional law, Congress could repeal the Wiretap Act’s prohibition on private wiretapping.

What this means is that European consumer privacy law is built upon a foundation of fundamental human rights that are protected against both governments and private actors, but American consumer privacy law is not. Something like the GDPR or Directive is a logical and necessary implication of the structure of the E.U. constitution, but something like the GDPR is not mandated by the U.S. Constitution or any other principle of American law. Something like the GDPR could perhaps be mandated by a properly-ratified international treaty, but it is instructive in this regard that the U.S. has not yet joined Convention 108+, the only international convention on the protection of personal data.

Practically speaking, while something like the GDPR-lite would be incompatible with E.U. constitutionalism, an American GDPR-lite would be perfectly legal; indeed, it would probably offer more protection than the current American regime of notice and choice backed up by the Federal Trade Commission’s unfair and deceptive trade practices power. The upshot is that the absence of a constitutional foundation in the U.S. would mean that any attempts to enact something like the GDPR would be relatively easy for opponents to water down into something like GDPR-lite.

2. Spurious and Real First Amendment Objections

A second significant difference between the United States and Europe is the regulatory role played by the fundamental right of free expression. In Europe, free expression is safeguarded by Article 9 of the European Convention and Article 11 of the E.U. Charter. Like other European fundamental rights, these provisions are subject to proportionality analysis – where they conflict with another fundamental right such as the right to privacy or to data protection, courts must balance the rights on an equal footing.120

By contrast, in the United States, the fundamental right of free expression protected by the First Amendment is not subject to proportionality analysis – if a court finds that there is a First Amendment right, then the First Amendment applies to the state action, and strict scrutiny normally applies. In practice, this means that in the United States, privacy protections that restrict the dissemination of true matters (particularly those found to be of legitimate public concern) can run into serious constitutional problems. For example, restrictions on the dissemination by the press of the names of rape victims have repeatedly been held to violate the First Amendment.121

By contrast, restrictions of this sort would not appear to create a problem under European law. In the context of data protection, it is likely that the broad Right to Be Forgotten protected in Europe under both the Directive and the GDPR would run into serious constitutional problems if enacted in the United States. As we have argued elsewhere, it is possible to make too much of this difference – most regulations of commercial data in the United States do not raise any First Amendment problems, a fact that the Supreme Court has itself recognized. Nevertheless, the First Amendment would raise some real obstacles to the adoption of something like the GDPR in the United States, at least with respect to some of its more controversial provisions.

Beyond these real but limited First Amendment difficulties, we are more broadly concerned about spurious First Amendment objections derailing policy discussions and being used as further ammunition to weaken any privacy rules introduced before Congress. Arguments that “data is speech” and thus data protection rules are censorship have rhetorical appeal, even though they break down completely under serious analysis. We worry further that the trend in federal judicial appointments under the current administration may be more receptive to these kinds of arguments, and usher in the further use of the First Amendment as a kind of radically deregulatory digital *Lochner*. Either way, the nature of First Amendment discourse and jurisprudence in the U.S. would likely cause a GDPR-lite to be further weakened, and still sit uneasily on its legal footing after being enacted.
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3. Spurious and Real Standing Objections

Another constitutional difference that a U.S. GDPR might face is the doctrine of standing inferred by federal courts from Article III of the U.S. Constitution. This doctrine requires, of course, that private litigants suing to enforce their rights must show as a jurisdictional matter that they have (1) suffered an *injury in fact* that was (2) *caused* by the defendant and which would be (3) *redressed* by a favorable judgment. Privacy claims in particular have been at the forefront of standing doctrine developments in recent years, as courts have often refused to take privacy law’s dignitary, psychological, or procedural harms seriously.\(^{128}\) Two Supreme Court decisions are particularly important in this trend. Thus, in *Clapper v. Amnesty International*, the Supreme Court held that plaintiffs challenging amendments to federal surveillance law could not bring a claim because their fears were “highly speculative” in nature and because “allegations of possible future injury are not sufficient.”\(^{129}\) More significantly, in *Spokeo v. Robins*,\(^{130}\) involving a claim that a data broker had failed to follow the procedures laid down by the Fair Credit Reporting Act,\(^{131}\) the Court held not only that private litigants had to show that they had suffered “concrete” harm as a legal matter, but also that “a bare procedural violation” would be insufficient to show concreteness, and thus standing, and thus jurisdiction over the claim.\(^{132}\) Such developments show a hostility in the federal judiciary towards legal claims that are *abstract*, focused on violations of *procedures* laid down by law, and which tend towards the prevention of *future* injury. Of course, these are precisely the hallmarks of data protection regimes, which prescribe *procedures* to forestall *future* harms that are violations of the *abstract* right of privacy. To be clear, we do not mean to suggest that privacy claims cannot be enforced in American courts (they clearly can be), but rather that data protection-style claims can face particular standing problems that make it more difficult for plaintiffs to

\(^{128}\) William McGeveran, *Privacy and Data Protection Law* 199 (2016) (“Developments in privacy law, particularly standing doctrine, have also increased the obstacles to private suits, including class actions.”).

\(^{129}\) 133 S.Ct. 1138 (2013).

\(^{130}\) *Spokeo v. Robins*, 136 S.Ct. 1550 (2016).


obtain relief than is the case in Europe. This conclusion, in fact was recently reached by the Data Protection Commissioner of Ireland in the high-profile Schrems II case, and sustained by the Irish High Court and Irish Supreme Court. Thus, a U.S. GDPR that sought to use private rights of action to enforce privacy rights (like the European GDPR does) would face additional constitutional hurdles stemming from U.S. standing doctrine that could further limit its effectiveness and scope.

More generally, the different constitutional footing of privacy rights in the United States would make implementation of a faithful U.S. GDPR difficult, and would further push regulators towards what we are calling “GDPR Lite.”

C. Data Protection is Myopic

FIPs-based regimes were relatively well-equipped for the first wave of personal computing in the 1960s and 1970s. Electronic data was relatively costly, scarce, and manageable. Computers had yet to become ingrained in our daily lives and the Internet had yet to be democratized. Because data processing seemed revolutionary, lawmakers embraced fairness as a goal that could balance people’s privacy and well-being with innovation and efficiency.

That was fifty years ago – a time of network television, rotary dial phones, and slow computers that filled entire rooms. Today’s lawmakers need to update both the goals and the tools of our data regulation model. Automated technologies and exponentially greater amounts of data have pushed FIP principles like data minimization, transparency, choice and access to the limit. Advances in robotics, genomics, biometrics and algorithmic decision-making are challenging rules meant to ensure fair aggregation of personal information in databases.

While the FIPs can probably continue to be a necessary component of any federal data privacy framework, they are not sufficient for several reasons. First, the FIPs have several blind spots. They are largely focused
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on data aggregation by industry. They do not meaningfully address our 
human vulnerabilities to each other on platforms like social media, our 
human susceptibility to manipulation, or issues of platform power and 
competition policy. Robots and AI that act like humans, tools that measure 
brain activity, and advances in genomics raise problems related to how 
people respond to anthropomorphic technologies, how people might one 
day be unable to hide thoughts, and harm that comes from forecasting of 
things that haven’t even happened yet and protecting “personal” DNA data 
that is shared with family members as a function of elementary biology.

The state of privacy protection is also bad and getting worse. For 
years, the rate and scale of privacy failures has grown exponentially. The 
fragile wall that policymakers constructed half a century ago to mitigate the 
risks of discrete databases is cracking. The time-honored response to any 
privacy issue from government and industry has been to give users more 
control. From social media to biometric information, proposed solutions 
include some combination of “privacy self-management” concepts like 
control, informed consent, transparency, notice, and choice.134 Even the 
GDPR talks at the grounded in the idea that “natural persons should have 
control of their own personal data.”135

These concepts are attractive because they seem empowering. But 
in basing policy principles for data protection on notice and choice, privacy 
frameworks are asking too much from a concept that works best when 
preserved, optimized, and deployed in remarkably limited doses. People 
only have so much time and cognitive resources to allocate. Even under 
ideal circumstances, our consent is far too precious and finite to 
meaningfully scale.

The problem with notice and choice models is that they create 
incentives for companies to hide the risks in their data practices though 
manipulative design, vague abstractions, and complex words as the

134 See Daniel J. Solove, Privacy Self-Management and the Consent Dilemma, 126 
135 Recital 8 of the General Data Protection Regulation, 
https://www.termsfeed.com/blog/gdpr- 
recitals/#Recital_1_8211_Fundamental_Right_to_Data_Protection.
companies also shift risk onto data subjects. As we have explained in detail elsewhere, the notice and choice approach been a spectacular failure.136

But even the idealized, perfected transparency and control model contemplated by these frameworks is impossible to achieve in mediated environments. There are several reasons why. First, the control that companies promise people is an illusion. Engineers design their technologies to produce particular results. Human choices are constrained by the design of the tools they use. Companies decide the kind of boxes people get to check, the buttons that they press, switches they activate and deactivate, and other settings they get to fiddle with. By presenting limited choices as “more options” for users, companies can instill in users a false sense of control by obscuring who is really in control of the interaction.

Data collectors also have incentives to use the power of design to manufacture our consent. Deploying the insights of behavioral economics, companies create manipulative interfaces that exploit our built-in tendencies to prefer shiny, colorful buttons and ignore dull, grey ones. They may also shame us into feeling bad about withholding data or declining options. Many times, companies make the ability to exercise control possible but costly through forced work, subtle misdirection, and incentive tethering.137 Sometimes platforms design online services to wheedle people into oversharing through gamification, such as keeping a “streak” going or nudging people to share old posts or congratulate others on Facebook. Companies know how impulsive sharing can be and therefore implement an entire system is set up to make it easy.

Second, notice and choice regimes are overwhelming. They simply don’t scale because they conceive of control and transparency as something people can never get enough of. Human users are presented with a dizzying array of switches, delete buttons, and privacy settings. We are told that all is revealed in a company’s privacy policy, if only we would read it. When privacy harms happen, companies promise more and better controls. And

137 For more information on the concept of dark patterns, see Harry Brignull’s http://www.darkpatterns.org.
if they happen again, the diagnosis is often that companies simply must have not added enough or improved dials and check boxes.

Control over personal information is attractive in the abstract, but in practice it’s often an overwhelming obligation. Mobile apps can ask users for over two hundred permissions and even the average app asks for about five.\(^\text{138}\) As we have put it elsewhere, “[t]he problem with thinking of privacy as control is that if we are given our wish for more privacy, it means we are given so much control that we choke on it.”\(^\text{139}\)

Even if the law were to require that privacy protective choices were the default option, companies could still repeatedly ask us to flip the publicity switch.\(^\text{140}\) People that have turned off notifications on their mobile apps can attest to the persistent, grinding requests to turn them back on almost every time they open the app. And even if a company were to somehow deliver perfect information and provide meaningful choices, it wouldn’t solve the limited bandwidth we have as human beings limited to one brain. Every piece of information meant to inform us is a demand on our time and resources. Right now, every company gets to make those demands whenever they want. The result is a thousand voices all crying out simultaneously asking us to make decisions. People have no real way to filter those requests. Instead, users become burdened, overwhelmed, and resigned to the path of least resistance. As Frischmann and Selinger have explored, our consent has been manufactured, so we just click “agree.”\(^\text{141}\)

There are ways to balance data exploitation and protecting people, but it requires human protection and not just data protection. It requires a framework that reimagines the relationships between people and the companies they interact with. It also requires that we place trust at the center of our approach to digital consumer protection. As we have argued


\(^{141}\) Frischmann & Selinger, supra note ^.
in other articles, being trustworthy in the digital age means companies must be 
discreet with our data, honest about the risk of data practices, 
protective of our personal information and, above all, loyal to us — the data 
subjects and customers.142 As we describe below, our privacy frameworks 
should be built to encourage and ensure this kind of trustworthy conduct.

Traditional data protection frameworks are so focused on the data 
of each individual that they overlook important social and civil rights 
implications of collecting and processing personal data. Marginalized 
communities, particularly communities of color, shoulder a 
disproportionate burden from privacy abuses.143 U.S. lawmakers should 
embrace a privacy identity that goes beyond narrow and individualized 
conceptions of privacy to incorporate more societal and group-based 
concerns as well as civil rights-based protections.

Finally, lawmakers must always remember that privacy is inevitably 
about the distribution and exercise of power. Scholars including Julie 
Cohen, Lisa Austin, Dan Solove have noted that privacy rules will only be 
effective if they meaningfully address the disparities of power between 
people and those collecting and using our information.144 This means 
crafting rules and frameworks that target the structure or organizations 
and re-allocate power among the stakeholders in the digital ecosystem. 
Regardless of which choice lawmakers make, without structural support, 
resources, and a strong political mandate for enforcement, any privacy 
framework will merely be a pretext for exploitation. Whether legislation 
creates a new data privacy agency or emboldens existing federal agencies, 
regulators must have broad grants of authority, including rulemaking

142 For more information on taking trust seriously in privacy law see Ari Ezra 
Waldman, Privacy as Trust: Information Privacy for an Information Age (2018); Daniel 
Solove, The Digital Person: Technology and Privacy in the Information Age 102-104 
(2004); Ian Kerr, “Personal relationships in the Year 2000: Me and My ISP” in No Person 
Is an Island: Personal Relationships of Dependence and Independence (2002); Neil 
Richards & Woodrow Hartzog, Privacy’s Trust Gap, 126 Yale L. J. 1180 (2017); Neil 
Richards & Woodrow Hartzog, Taking Trust Seriously in Privacy Law 19 Stan. Tech. L. 
Rev. 431 (2016); Jack M. Balkin, Information Fiduciaries and the First Amendment, 49 
U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1183 (2016).

143 The Leadership Conference on Civil & Human Rights, Letter to Senate and 
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Feinstein, Walden, and Collins (Feb. 13, 2019). https://civilrights.org/resource/address-
data-driven-discrimination-protect-civil-rights/.
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provisions where necessary, robust civil penalty authority, and the ability to seek injunctions quickly to stop illegal practices. Regulation should also include private causes of action and rights for data subjects, so long as these do not become the sole privacy enforcement mechanisms.

The modern data ecosystem is something of a runaway train. Trust rules can help, but they, too will not be enough. Some data practices might be so dangerous that they should be taken off the table entirely. Others might be harmful to society in ways that don’t implicate a violation of any trust. To be fully responsive to modern data problems, a meaningful U.S. privacy framework needs to embrace substantive boundaries for data collection and use. In the next Part, we propose a new regulatory framework to solidify America’s privacy identity as inclusive and responsive to how companies obtain and yield the power related to the collection and use of personal information — one that goes beyond the limits of the data protection model.

IV. A NEW FRAMEWORK FOR AMERICAN PRIVACY

So now what? As we seek a governance framework for our data driven society, there is a lot we can learn from Constitutional law. A constitution is a framework, a blueprint, and a design for governance. The U.S. Constitution, for example, is first and foremost a design blueprint for government, creating the Legislative, Executive, and Judicial Powers, and allocating them among the three branches of a federal government of limited and enumerated powers and the state governments of broader but inferior powers. This was the ratified Constitution of 1788, to which the substantive protections of the Bill of Rights were added shortly thereafter, substantive rights being thought to be a necessary safeguard to procedural protections.

In this constitutional moment for privacy policy, we need to think carefully about the structures we will use to govern the human information flows that are reshaping our society. We need a new framework for privacy that is sensible, practical, and durable. To be clear, we are not calling for the constitutionalizing of privacy, but rather drawing an analogy to Constitutional law, and making an argument for a new frame of governance for privacy. Like the U.S. Constitution, this blueprint would operate at several different levels. At the level of procedure, this blueprint should prescribe fair and ethical procedures for the processing of human
information, just like the data protection model does. Like the unamended Constitution of 1788, it would prescribe processes that would regulate and regularize data processing. But the blueprint would also operate at the level of substance. Just as the ratifiers of the 1788 Constitution realized that procedural rules alone are susceptible to abuse by those who wield their powers, our blueprint would also place restrictions on certain kinds of data practices. This is akin to the strategy of the Bill of Rights, which takes certain dangerous government practices (censorship, a state church, abolition of jury trials, cruel and unusual punishments) off the table.

The GDPR and the data protection project represent a procedural move like the 1788 Constitution – allocation of authority and responsibility, and prescription of ordinary procedures. But procedural requirements are little protection without substantive limitations to back them up. In its constitutional moment, American privacy policy has confronted the same problem faced by America’s founding generation in its own Constitutional moment – the need for substantive rules to shore up well-meaning but ultimately insufficient procedural ones.

This is perhaps not as radical a step as it might seem at first glance. Privacy lawyers already talk in constitutional terms with respect to data governance frameworks. What are binding corporate rules but a data constitution? We should bring a similar blueprint-like approach to privacy law. The endeavor to restrain corporate power can learn a lot from the governance project of the 18th century for government power. But of course the line between procedure and substance is famously blurry. Indeed, even in the U.S. Constitution, the procedural strategy includes structural protections and the substantive strategy includes procedural protections. As we reckon with privacy’s constitutional moment, we think it is more helpful to identify areas that should be targeted by any multi-layered strategy to draft a new U.S. privacy framework, with an eye towards crafting all rules and structural mandates that create incentives and business models that protect people as individuals, society as a whole, and our natural resources and also nurture safe, sustainable, information relationships and technological development that benefits everybody.

Every law and regulatory regime has a landscape on which it is focused, that is, a particular area or dynamic that is to be affected. For example, data is the locus of the GDPR. All of the rules that constitute the
GDPR revolve around it – how it is collected, processed, and shared. But as we’ve explained in this article, one of the key limitations of the GDPR is that there’s much more to the personal data industrial complex than the collection and processing of data. If we are concerned with how the power created and distributed by personal data is obtained and exploited, then we think a layered procedural, substantive, and structural approach to privacy law can be reflected in *four* overlapping areas, only one of which is data as data. We argue that all four focal points of privacy must be addressed if a governing framework for our human information is to be complete: 1) corporate matters; 2) trustworthy relationships; 3) data collection and processing; and 4) personal data’s externalities.

We envision these four landscapes for privacy regulation as related and overlapping:

![Diagram showing four overlapping circles labeled Corporal, Relational, Informational, and External.]

Each landscape invokes a different set of rules, structural changes, and dynamics. For example, laws targeting corporal matters would seek to
address not only the amount of power corporate entities have in the marketplace (and how they wield it), but also any law aimed at how organizations use corporate form and how that form might be relevant to people’s privacy. *Corporal* privacy rules would include structural questions regarding corporate form and piercing the corporate veil, corporate licensing and registration requirements, and taxation issues. Meanwhile *Relational* privacy rules would look to the relative power disparities within information relationships and the vulnerabilities of those who expose themselves to data collectors. *Informational* protection rules focus on data like the fair processing requirements of the GDPR which follow the data regardless of corporal form or the nature of relationships between parties. The final tier of laws would target *External* consequences - the external costs (what an economist would call “externalities”) imposed on society by the personal data industrial complex, including environmental pollution, corrosion of democratic self-governance, and reduced well-being through hijacking of attention.

Thinking about privacy law in terms of landscape areas rather than solely through the lens of data protection has some distinct advantages. It allows lawmakers to see the big picture then focus rules with an eye towards directly addressing the root of a problem rather than clumsily using data rules to deal with issues that data rules can address in only an indirect way at best. For example, data protection rules often require companies to obtain the consent of users before engaging in risky practices. But the harm to be avoided isn’t necessarily a lack of autonomy in decision-making, but rather some other harm such as loss of opportunity, manipulation, overexposure, chilling effects, or some other harm that results from a data collector’s recklessness, indiscretion, and disloyalty, or from the power effects in a relationship. This is an issue regarding the *relationship* between the data subject and the data collection, and is better addressed directly with trust-enforcing rules like duties of confidence, care, and loyalty.

Conceptualizing the problem of privacy regulation in this way allows for a more careful, nuanced, and directed approach. It allows regulators to targeting power more directly, treating specific pathologies that arise in one area (i.e., relationships) but not others (i.e., data), and to treat companies differently according to their power, size, and relationships to the data collector. It would allow lawmakers to address a
broader range of privacy harms without having to create “one omnibus law to rule them all” like the GDPR. A landscape approach to an overarching privacy framework could also serve to guide lawmakers in adjacent areas like antitrust, environmental law, health law, and consumer protection law without any formal intervention or regulatory commingling. Having an approach to privacy rules that is also compatible with other areas implicated by the personal data industrial complex would allow lawmakers and regulators to foment support meaningful rules across the board that more directly responds to problems of power, relationships, data, and externalities in a consistent way.

Some scholars and lawmakers are skeptical that a layered approach to privacy regulation will work. Some see the best answer as a monolithic, omnibus approach that works as a clearinghouse or one-stop-shop for all things privacy. Others fear that relational approaches like trust-rules are either antithetical to structural approaches like competition law or will devour the political clout or researches necessary to pursue other ends. However, the history of regulation in the United States demonstrates that not only that is a layered approach possible, but that it might be the only way to effectively accomplish rule creation and enforcement. The FTC enforces many different privacy laws in addition to Section 5 of the FTC Act, which prohibits unfair and deceptive trade practices. The FTC itself shares privacy regulatory authority with HHS, the FCC, and state attorneys general. This is to say nothing of the complex web of rules stemming from private tort and contract law as well as formal Constitutional law. Lawmakers, courts, and regulators regularly balance conflicting interests and loyalties, issuing targeted rules that address some, but not all, privacy problems. America’s privacy identity need not reside in one omnibus framework or one regulatory agency as in Europe, but rather in a demonstrated (but wholesale) commitment to addressing power and vulnerability in substance, structure, and procedure in all relevant areas.

A. Corporal

If privacy is about power, then the center of power lies with corporate structure and affordances. Corporate entities amass market

power, use structure to dilute and deflect responsibility, and act based on 
financial incentives that affect the other three privacy dynamics of 
relationships, data, and externalities. Any meaningful privacy framework 
should directly address corporate matters like misused market power, 
dangerous corporate structure, and corrosive business incentives.

**Competition**

Competition law has been underutilized as a privacy regulatory tool, 
but there is a groundswell of support to change that. Thanks to personal 
data and the interactive nature of digital technologies, platforms have 
unique incentives, affordances, and market power unlike anything 
regulators have ever seen before. Competition and anti-trust law is the 
traditional tool to directly address such dangerous accumulations of power. 
As Lina Khan and David Pozen argue in calling for a focus on platform 
dominance instead of relational privacy protections, “[t]he relevant inquiry 
for legal reformers, it seems to us, should not just be how a firm such as 
Google or Facebook exercises its power over end users, but whether it ought 
to enjoy that kind of power in the first place. Limiting the dominance of 
some of these firms may well have salutary effects for consumer privacy, 
both by facilitating competition on privacy protection and by reducing the 
likelihood that any single data security failure will cascade into a much 
broader harm.” Pozen and Khan are correct that a focus solely on data 
protection or trust might distract from antitrust approaches to platform 
regulation, but we see no need to make a stark choice between antitrust and 
what we are calling here relational trust. Our frameworks of privacy
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regulation need not ignore information relationships to focus on platform dominance, as we argue in this article. But to ignore legal tools designed to address platform power would leave privacy law incomplete.

**Corporate Structure**

Privacy law should be concerned with a number of corporate matters, including limiting how the corporate form is used to shield bad actors from personal liability. One major issue surrounding the FTC’s complaint against Facebook in the Cambridge Analytica scandal was whether Facebook founder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg would be held personally responsible for overseeing unfair and deceptive trade practices. Such personal liability is common in other areas of the law, for example with securities violations. Some have even proposed the prospect of criminal punishment for executives guilty of egregious privacy violations. Given the stakes of platforms abusing their power, liability of this sort in certain instances seems warranted.

Other structural corporate approaches might include empowering chief privacy officers and other ombudsman-like employees with meaningful decision-making abilities and insulation from executive pushback when their decisions might impose costs on a company’s business model. Lawmakers could also provide statutory protection for whistleblowers that call out corporate malfeasance and chicanery regarding personal information. More fundamentally, lawmakers could mitigate or alter the primacy of shareholders for platforms with dominant power regarding personal information. In the least, lawmakers could explore backing away from maximizing shareholder value on a quarterly basis as a way to encourage more long term sustainable relationships with users.

Let us be clear about what we are suggesting here. We are not calling for the upending of corporate law or rampant and unconstrained piercing of the corporate veil. Instead, we are trying to highlight that corporate law

---


rules can act as regulatory levers over platforms and other tech companies in ways that traditional privacy law tools might not. The digital revolution has upended many settled expectations in our society, including those of regulation. It would be naïve to expect that the new powers that information capitalism has brought would not require an adjustment of the toolkit used to regulate companies to prevent harm and keep them nudged them in socially-beneficial directions. Appropriate use of corporate law’s regulatory tools, then, would seem a logical response to the privacy problems stemming from corporate informational power.

B. Relational

The most important privacy-relevant relationships in the modern age are those between data subjects and data collectors – between humans and the companies that collect and process their information. While data subjects have no direct relationship with the shady data brokers and the sea of third party vendors that traffic in their data downstream, users’ relationships with their Internet and mobile service providers and with major tech platforms like the big five of Google, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Microsoft are origin of most data on the Internet. This means that many, if not most privacy concerns are rooted in a relationship characterized by extreme information and power asymmetries.

In these relationships, users are vulnerable and platforms have all the power because they design the environment that dictates the interaction. These companies also are much more knowledgeable about the risk that come with people sharing their data. They also know much more about us (and what makes us tick) than we know about them. They know what our likes and dislikes, how long our mouse hovers over particular links, what our friends are doing (and saying behind our backs) and have the machinery to exploit it all. And all we know is that we’ve got fifteen minutes to check Instagram, send that email, or order that printer toner before our lunch break is over, so who has time to engage in threat modeling or read terms of use?

The extreme vulnerability of people to companies in information relationships means we should have much better rules for and recognition of trustworthy relationship. In previous research, we and other scholars including Ari Waldman have called for lawmakers to turn away from the ineffective “notice and choice” model toward rules designed to protect the
trust that users place in companies when they share their personal information.\textsuperscript{150} Our proposals have similarities to the movement to treat data collectors as “information fiduciaries,” which would impose stringent duties of confidentiality, care, and loyalty on those who collect and process personal information.\textsuperscript{151} This movement is reflected in Senator Brian Schatz’s “Data Care Act of 2018.”\textsuperscript{152} However, the trust rules we are calling for have a broader application beyond the formalized framework of information fiduciaries. Trust rules are certainly relational in nature, but are not necessarily dependent upon formal relationship to function, much less on the complete framework of fiduciary duties. In other words, lawmakers certainly can and should establish duties owed by specific entrustees to those who make themselves vulnerable through exposure, but they also might also create rules and frameworks generally aimed at creating and preserving trustworthy relationships or rules simply justified by the vulnerability of users to the platforms with which they interact.

As we have argued elsewhere, trustworthy entities have four features that the law should promote – discretion, honesty, protection, and loyalty.

\textit{Discretion}

One of the most fundamental and oldest privacy protections is the duty of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{153} The obligation to keep a confidence was once formidable and a key component of certain relationships in the Anglo-American common law. However, in the United States with the advent of Prosser’s four privacy torts, the tort cause of action for breach of confidence


\textsuperscript{152} Data Care Act of 2018, \url{https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/3744}. (In the interest of full disclosure, we both provided feedback on drafts of the bill).

stalled. As contract law gradually favored boilerplate, confidentiality agreements became less of a focus for those individuals sharing information with others, though the growth of the non-disclosure agreement (NDA) has continued in recent years outside the consumer context.

Lawmakers looking for ways to embolden American privacy law could start by revitalizing the tort of confidentiality by expanding it to cover new kinds of information relationships typified by asymmetrical power and vulnerabilities. They could broaden secondary liability doctrines like “inducement to breach confidentiality” and “interference with confidential relationships” that could be applied to reckless platforms that encourage breaches of confidence through design. For example, there are obvious applications of such doctrines to web sites that solicit non-consensual pornography from former partners or lovers. Judges and lawmakers both could revive the doctrine of implied confidentiality to apply to user interfaces as well as face-to-face interactions. And finally, courts, lawmakers, and regulators could evolve private law and statutory frameworks to foster a kind of “chain-link confidentiality” that would follow information as it moved “downstream” from one confidant to the next, empowering the trusting party every step of the way.

However, trust involves more than just confidentiality and nondisclosure. As we have explained in other research, “[t]here are ways other than rigid nondisclosure that entrustees can protect trustors. They can limit to whom they disclose information, they can limit what they share with others, and they can control how they share information to make sure
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they preserve the trust placed in them.”160 Lawmakers could also create frameworks that facilitate limited disclosure to particular parties or in deidentified and obfuscated ways.161 This would allow trustees to act discreetly while still sharing certain information with others. But the basic point is that discretion is a foundation of trust, and the law should promote trust in information relationships by creating incentives and where appropriate duties to be discreet.

**Honesty**

Paradoxically, openness is a foundational principle of privacy and data protection law, at least when it comes to openness about data practices. The idea is if companies are transparent, people will be on notice of the risks of exposure and interaction in the digital world. But of course, this ethos is too often used in dense privacy policies as a fiction to exploit people under a thin veneer of compliance in a way that does little to keep them safe or on actual notice.162 If companies are to keep the trust they have been given, it is not enough to be merely passively “open” or “transparent.” Trust requires an affirmative obligation of honesty to correct misinterpretations and to actively dispel notions of mistaken trust.”163

A focus on honesty flips the focus of transparency from formal disclosure requirements to a focus on the reasonable expectations of entrustees. Being honest means lawmakers should create rules that balance honesty with notions of safety, as with products liability law. For example, companies that make dangerous products are not at fault if the dangerous aspects of a tool and reasonably be avoided with a warning. But if no warning would be reasonably effective, the product must simply be made safer. Honesty also means exploring the full range of design and information dissemination techniques beyond just words. Ryan Calo, for

example, has called for new strategies of “visceral” notice that “leverage a consumer’s very experience of a product or service to warn or inform. A regulation might require that a cell phone camera make a shutter sound so people know their photo is being taken. Or a law could incentivize websites to be more formal (as opposed to casual) wherever they collect personal information, as formality tends to place people on greater guard about what they disclose.” Other scholars in the field of human computer interaction have researched ways to create design spaces for effective privacy notices by focusing on timing, channel, modality, and control.

Paul Ohm has recently called for “forthright code,” explaining that “[e]ven when software isn’t deceptive, far too often it still is not as honest as it could be, giving rise to consumer harm, power imbalances, and a worrisome restructuring of society. With increasing and troubling frequency, software hides the full truth in order to control or manipulate us.” Ohm argues that regulators should mandate “forthrightness from our code,” which would impose an “affirmative obligation to warn rather than a passive obligation to inform.” According to Ohm, “A forthright company will anticipate what a consumer does not understand because of cognitive biases, information overload, or other mechanisms that interfere with information comprehension, and will be obligated to communicate important information in a way that overcomes these barriers....We could begin to assess not only what a company said but also what a company concealed. It might become illegal to exploit a user’s known biases and vulnerabilities.” Such arguments are fully in line with the call for honesty as a foundational element of trust that we call for here, as in other work.

Protection
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It seems that a major company suffers a major data breach almost every week. These are, among other things, data security failures. Almost all FIPs-based regimes have data security obligations, with language usually along the lines of “personal data should be protected by reasonable security safeguards against such risks as loss or unauthorized access, destruction, use, modification, or disclosure of data.” As we’ve explained elsewhere, “[p]olicymakers have tended to interpret security requirements in terms of the process data holders must take to protect against attackers. This mainly consists of regularly auditing data assets and risk, minimizing data, implementing technical, physical, and administrative safeguards, and creating and following a data breach response plan.” But if we want to be serious about safeguarding trust, more entities need to be responsible for security, while the law must recognize broader theories of harm, such as increased risk and anxiety and the costs of reasonable preventative measures. Trust violations resulting from a failure to protect users carry with it the right for those harmed users to bring suit against the entrustees who have failed them.

**Loyalty**

Above all, humans trusting entities with their personal data should be able to demand loyalty from those entrustees. The duty of loyalty is a hallmark of fiduciary relationships, which requires a strict commitment to refrain from self-dealing and a firm prioritization of the trustors’ interests over the interests of the entrustee. While trust rules for data collectors can be modeled on such firm duties of loyalty, they need not be so uniformly robust. (In this respect we depart from some readings of the information fiduciaries movement). Lawmakers might consider imposing a duty of “reasonable” loyalty on data collectors, which would restrict only unreasonable self-dealing. Alternatively, lawmakers could create rules and frameworks targeted at specific kinds of activities that are, in practice,
disloyal. That is, these practices serve the interests of the entrustee at the expense of the trusting and vulnerable party.

A good example of disloyal behavior by trusted companies are so-called “dark patterns” in software user interfaces.\(^\text{172}\) Dark patterns are “user interfaces whose designers knowingly confuse users, make it difficult for users to express their actual preferences, or manipulate users into taking certain actions.”\(^\text{173}\) Common examples include unnecessary multiple check boxes and extra clicks required to unsubscribe from marketing emails; prominently featured “I AGREE” buttons placed next to small, hidden and blended-in “no thanks” buttons; and options to decline (“no thanks, I hate free stuff!”) framed in such a way as to shame the user into agreeing to certain proposals, a practice known as “confirmshaming”.\(^\text{174}\) Such acts are disloyal because they are intentional attempts to use both design and the insights of behavioral economics to privilege a company’s interests in data collection and attention harvesting over the user’s autonomy and privacy interests.

Lawmakers could discourage disloyal behavior several different ways. For example, Congress could modify Section 5 of the FTC act to include a prohibition against abusive trade practices. The notion of abusive design already exists elsewhere in consumer protection law, most prominently from the relatively new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act authorized the CFPB to prohibit any “abusive” act or practice that:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{materially interferes} with the ability of a consumer to understand a term or condition of a consumer financial product or service; or
\item \textit{takes unreasonable advantage} of—
\end{enumerate}

\(^{172}\) Dark Patterns, [https://www.darkpatterns.org/]().
\(^{174}\) Types of Dark Patterns, Dark Patterns, [https://www.darkpatterns.org/types-of-dark-pattern].
(A) a lack of understanding on the part of the consumer of the material risks, costs, or conditions of the product or service;

(B) the inability of the consumer to protect the interests of the consumer in selecting or using a consumer financial product or service; or

(C) the reasonable reliance by the consumer on a covered person to act in the interests of the consumer.¹⁷⁵

This language squarely targets practices that elevate a company's financial interests over the interests of a vulnerable trustor and adversely affects the trusting party. Lawmakers could also create legislation that targets dark patterns; indeed, several already have. The proposed DETOUR Act, introduced by Senators Warner and Fischer, which would make it unlawful for any large online operator:

(A) to design, modify, or manipulate a user interface with the purpose or substantial effect of obscuring, subverting, or impairing user autonomy, decision-making, or choice to obtain consent or user data; (B) to subdivide or segment consumers of online services into groups for the purposes of behavioral or psychological experiments or studies, except with the informed consent of each user involved; or (C) to design, modify, or manipulate a user interface on a website or online service, or portion thereof, that is directed to an individual under the age of 13, with the purpose or substantial effect of cultivating compulsive usage, including

¹⁷⁵ 12 U.S.C.A. § 5531 (West) (emphasis added) (“The Bureau shall have no authority under this section to declare an act or practice abusive in connection with the provision of a consumer financial product or service, unless the act or practice—(1) materially interferes with the ability of a consumer to understand a term or condition of a consumer financial product or service; or (2) takes unreasonable advantage of—(A) a lack of understanding on the part of the consumer of the material risks, costs, or conditions of the product or service; (B) the inability of the consumer to protect the interests of the consumer in selecting or using a consumer financial product or service; or (C) the reasonable reliance by the consumer on a covered person to act in the interests of the consumer.”).
video auto-play functions initiated without the consent of a user.\footnote{176}

Senator Hawley has also introduced a similar piece of legislation prohibiting manipulative design aimed at children and video game players.\footnote{177} Senator Schatz introduced the “Data Care Act,” which, in addition to a duty of care and a duty of confidentiality, would impose an explicit duty of loyalty on data collectors.\footnote{178} The duty of loyalty would require that “An online service provider may not use individual identifying data, or data derived from individual identifying data, in any way that—(A) will benefit the online service provider to the detriment of an end user; and (B) (i) will result in reasonably foreseeable and material physical or financial harm to an end user; or (ii) would be unexpected and highly offensive to a reasonable end user.”\footnote{179}

C. Informational

As we explained in Part II, despite being incomplete, the data protection approach embodied in the GDPR has many virtues. Many of these limitations would be eliminated by a comprehensive strategy of the sort we are calling for here. As part of such a strategy, U.S. privacy law should build upon the wisdom of the GDPR, which facilitates fair data processing with a greater willingness to prohibit certain problematic kinds
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of collection and processing outright. Data subject rights, procedural requirements like data protection and algorithmic impact assessments, and structural requirements like requiring a data protection officer should be incorporated into US data protection law in ways similar to the GDPR (making appropriate allowances for American free speech and standing doctrines). A strong data protection framework may not be sufficient to regulate the digital economy, but it is necessary.

Lawmakers might improve upon the conventional wisdom regarding data protection several different ways. First, they can get serious about limiting collection in the first place. Some scholars have argued since the Internet's creation that the restrictions on data collection are equally (and sometimes more) important than rules surrounding data use.\(^\text{180}\) Data that does not exist cannot be exposed, shared, breached, or misused. FIP-based data protection regimes are resistant to outright and inflexible collection limits because the FIPs are designed to facilitate, not restrict processing. The FIPs, after all, usually cash out in procedural rather than substantive rights. But data distributes power to collectors. Limiting collection could help restore balance. Pointedly, though, if lawmakers are to meaningfully limit collection, they will have to accept and be clear about the financial costs of so doing, and prepare to make the case that such costs are necessary for the kind of innovation that is both sustainable and actually advances human values and human flourishing.\(^\text{181}\)


\(^\text{181}\) The work of Julie Cohen is instructive on this point. Cohen wrote, “[T]here is reason to worry when privacy is squeezed to the margins and when the pathways of serendipity are disrupted and rearranged to serve more linear, commercial imperatives. Environments that disfavor critical independence of mind and that discourage the kinds of tinkering and behavioral variation out of which innovation emerges will, over time, predictably and systematically disfavor innovations designed to promote consumptive and profit-maximizing choices will systematically disfavor innovations designed to promote other values. The modulated society is dedicated to prediction but not necessarily to understanding or to advancing human material, intellectual, and political well-being. Data processing offers important benefits, but so does
Lawmakers could also consider more rigid mandatory deletion requirements instead of flexible, context-sensitive ones. In harmony with the spirit of deletion, lawmakers committed to privacy should also ignore calls for mandatory data retention periods, a practice that Europe finds constitutionally repugnant on multiple grounds.182 Finally, lawmakers could create rules and duties that respect the value of data obscurity. Obscurity exists when it is hard to find or understand data about people (compare, for example, a library card catalog to Google search), and obscure data is relatively safe.183 We rely upon our obscurity every day when making choices about how much, when and where we expose ourselves. For example, you might purchase sensitive or embarrassing products with cash in a publicly accessible drug store where anyone can see you, but the likelihood of anyone noticing or tracking you is quite low. Obscurity such as this has been a natural feature of human life that we have relied upon since time immemorial, but one that the law too rarely takes into consideration.

Lawmakers seeking a holistic approach to privacy should create rules that help create and protect our obscurity and our ability to manage it. The practice of deidentification of data has long been a feature of privacy law, and while deidentification is rarely perfect,184 it is often adequately obscure to do the work required of it. This could take the form of design rules that prevent obscurity lurches (like unilaterally changing people's privacy settings on social networks to maximum exposure) or it might consist of outright bans on uniquely dangerous technologies like facial recognition tools. The cities of San Francisco and Oakland in California and

182 Digital Rights Ireland Ltd v. Minister, Nos. C-293/12 and C-594/12 (CJEU 2014) (finding data retention requirements placed in publicly-available electronic communications services to violate Articles 7, 8 and 11 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights).
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Somerville in Massachusetts have recently passed legislation banning government use of facial recognition. And as more of our immutable genetic data is sequenced by physicians and direct-to-consumer genomic testing companies, we should seriously consider obscurity protections for such data before we inadvertently create a national genetic database ripe for abuse.

D. External

Industry’s appetite for data doesn’t just affect our autonomy, dignity, and privacy. The personal data industrial complex also imposes significant externalities onto society and our environment that have little to do with data, information relationships, or corporate matters. But if our privacy and human information framework is to be complete, lawmakers must also deal with them in this constitutional moment. These personal data externalities vividly illustrate how the European data protection approach rooted in the FIPs cannot possibly address the full range of problems caused by data collection and processing.

To be clear, we are not arguing that lawmakers need to tackle all privacy, democracy, and environmental sustainability issues within one omnibus law. Such matters are far too vast, complex, and important to be handled within one framework. This is precisely why we are suggesting here that a legislative approach to regulating the digital economy will be incomplete unless it contemplates and attempts to reasonably mitigate the costs imposed by industry’s appetite for personal data. This might involve creating rules that require companies to consider these externalities in their decision-making processes or for regulators and judges to consider these externalities when adjudicating issues of responsibility, fault, foreseeability, and harm. But it could also involve a series of concurrent initiatives that modify existing rules (inside and outside traditional privacy law) and perhaps entirely new laws which may or may not be tethered to privacy regulatory regimes.

---

Environmental Protection

From an existential perspective, protecting the environment is as important as any other goal of privacy law. Civil society cannot exist without a safe and sustainable environment. For all of its talk of the virtues of “innovation,” Silicon Valley is producing technologies that are ravaging our planet at an unprecedented rate. Researchers have hypothesized that training a single AI model can emit as much carbon as five cars over their entire lifetimes.186 Tech companies’ strategy of “planned obsolescence,” creating phones and computers that expire after two years in order to get us to buy more phones and computers, is depleting our metal reserves and creating massive amounts of electronic waste.187 Many people just throw their tech in the trash, or export it to create mountains of waste in the developing world. (Think for a moment about how many phones, computers, televisions, and other electronic gadgets you have owned and discarded in your own lifetime). This waste is a direct and foreseeable consequence of importance of technologies fueled by industry’s desire for information.

Again, to be clear, we are not arguing that environmental law is part of privacy law and should be swallowed up by it. Rather, we are arguing that rules that protect our privacy also protect our environment, adding justification to these rules. Thinking too narrowly about privacy means we fail to appreciate the true nature and scale of the problems created by our digital transformation. These problems cannot be solved discretely but must be solved holistically.

Mental Health


Privacy’s Constitutional Moment

Our phones and computers are designed to be addictive.\(^{188}\) That’s because tech companies have powerful financial incentives to make sure you never put down your phone or log off of your computer. The data spigot must keep flowing. Shoshana Zuboff calls this phenomenon “surveillance capitalism,” and it is ruining us.\(^{189}\) Our addition to technology is harming our mental wellbeing, our social relationships, and even the very nature of what it means to be a human in our modern world.\(^{190}\)

In an insightful recent article, Nellie Bowles has noted how the proliferation of screens has turned human contact into a luxury good. Bowles explains that, "[l]ife for anyone but the very rich —— the physical experience of learning, living and dying — is increasingly mediated by screens. Not only are screens themselves cheap to make, but they also make things cheaper. Any place that can fit a screen in (classrooms, hospitals, airports, restaurants) can cut costs. And any activity that can happen on a screen becomes cheaper. The texture of life, the tactile experience, is becoming smooth glass.”\(^{191}\) The problem is that to break our addiction, we have to have the means and capacity to do so. It’s very difficult to rely upon simple willpower.\(^{192}\) Bowles illustrates this point by explaining that “[t]he rich do not live like this. The rich have grown afraid of screens. They want their children to play with blocks, and tech-free private schools are booming. Humans are more expensive, and rich people are willing and able to pay for them. Conspicuous human interaction — living without a phone


for a day, quitting social networks and not answering email — has become a status symbol.¹⁹³

All this means that any comprehensive approach to privacy must also reckon with how industry’s insatiable appetite for data contributed to the corrosion of our mental wellness and social fabric and created a new dimension to the long-recognized “digital divide” between rich and poor. One start might be to target the manipulative tech designs that are meant to draw people in, similar to the legislation proposed by Senator Hawley.¹⁹⁴ Perhaps tech companies could be required to be loyal to users in a way that was mindful of mitigating harmful addictive behaviors and a more holistic view of users’ wellbeing. Legislation could also include support and educational initiatives and mandates regarding healthy and limited engagement with screens and devices as well as targeting business models and the incentives companies have in the first place to extract every bit of personal information they can from every user. But any serious and comprehensive approach to dealing with problems of privacy or the personal information industrial complex must consider mental health.

**Digital Civil Rights**

The Internet makes speaking easy and anonymous. And in their quest for more data and greater interactions, social media platforms have sought to make it entirely frictionless, meaning so easy and costless we share intuitively and with almost no reflection.¹⁹⁵ And when speech becomes costless and consequence free through anonymity, harassment, bile, and abuse follow, largely against women, people of color, and other marginalized and vulnerable populations. This means that any holistic and layered approach must also reckon with how when platforms optimize their data spigots by making interaction cost and consequence free they facilitate


harassment and abuse in ways that jeopardize what Danielle Citron has called our “cyber civil rights.”

Data-driven companies also threaten peoples’ due process rights as algorithms make decisions about peoples’ health, finances, jobs, ability to travel, and other essential life activities. Citron has argued for a “technological due process” that is ensured in these systems. The modern discourse around this topic has centered around algorithmic fairness, transparency, and accountability. Any approach to data privacy that does not incorporate algorithmic accountability will be incomplete. Some early attempts at this kind of regulation have already been made. Margot Kaminski and Andrew Selbst wrote, “the Algorithmic Accountability Act and introduced last month by Senator Ron Wyden, Senator Cory Booker and Representative Yvette D. Clarke, is a good start, but it may not be robust enough to hold tech companies accountable.” According to Kaminsky and Selbst, “The proposed bill would be a significant step forward toward ensuring that algorithms are fair and nondiscriminatory. It requires certain businesses that use “high-risk automated decision systems” (such as those that predict a person’s work performance, financial situation, or health) to conduct algorithmic impact assessments. This means they must, as Mr. Booker put it, “regularly evaluate their tools for accuracy, fairness, bias and discrimination.” However, the scholars argue the bill is lacking in enforcement provisions, missing meaningful public input, and doesn’t mandate enough transparency to the public.

**Democracy**

When the Internet entered the public consciousness in the mid-1990s, it was touted as promising revolutionary empowerment of citizens and a new, more responsive democracy. Two decades later, we can see that
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some of those revolutionary promises were naïve at best. Digital technologies have certainly improved some dimensions of our democracy, but they have threatened others. While digital communications technologies have enabled anyone with access to the Internet to speak directly to the world, they have also enabled new forms of electoral interference, voter suppression, and demagoguery. Personal data can be used to drive friendly voters to the polls, to nudge unfriendly ones to stay home, or to influence voters in other ways, whether by the Obama campaign’s data scientists in 2012, or by Cambridge Analytica to seek to influence the outcome of the Brexit Referendum and the 2016 Presidential Election. Naturally, this is a complex problem and important First, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendment considerations come into play when discussing electoral regulation. However, as we comprehensively confront the costs as well as the benefits of largely unregulated innovation around the exploitation of personal data, we must always consider the risks and costs those technologies have imposed on our democratic practices and structures and seek to mitigate them in a way that is consistent with our constitutional traditions of democratic and republican self-government.

***

This is why we conceive of the four privacy law dynamics (corporal, relational, informational, and external) as overlapping. Rules can affect multiple dynamics at the same time and one dynamic can be used to help justify rules focused on another. If privacy is important because it’s necessary for human flourishing, the our privacy-relevant rules should include a conceptualization for human flourishing that goes beyond autonomy and dignity derived from control over data and includes mental and social wellbeing as we interact and expose ourselves and our information to the world.
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CONCLUSION

Privacy’s constitutional moment is upon us, which means the legal, technical, and social structures governing the processing of human information are up for grabs. There is no avoiding the decision facing our society and our regulators; for the reasons we have explained in this article, even a decision to do nothing at that national level will be consequential. In facing this constitutional moment, we must choose wisely as a society, but we fear that both the default option of GDPR-lite through national inaction but state action and the easy option of GDPR-lite through national action would be a mistake. America needs more than a watered-down version of the GDPR. In fact, it needs more than what all the existing models of data protection can give on their own. The advent of the constitutional moment means that right now the window is open for Congress to claim its identity. But it won’t be open for much longer. We argue that a comprehensive model is the best path forward. This would include fundamental elements of data protection, such as default prohibitions on data processing, data subject rights, but it would not purely be defined by the limited data protection model. Instead, the comprehensive model could incorporate relational rules built around loyalty and care, be more layered and compartmentalized so that certain kinds of practices would be prohibited outright. The comprehensive model would address data externalities and not consider data processing to be an eternally virtuous goal.

To be sure, the comprehensive model we call for here model is less refined, less compatible with international regimes, and less certain than the off-the-shelf default option of watered-down European-style data protection. But the comprehensive model responds to the problems at hand with tools that American lawmakers, regulators, and courts have regularly used. At the dawn of the industrial revolution, we had no idea what negligence, products liability, environmental protection, unfair and deceptive trade practices, or workplace safety was either. We will need to develop new and analogous but similarly imaginative and responsive concepts for the information age. To help us, we have bodies of doctrine, principles, and factors to analyze to guide us. As we confront privacy’s constitutional moment, America’s privacy policy should reflect that protecting privacy requires more than just protecting data. We need to protect people as well.